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“Eleanor”
(One more slight chuckle)

(Looks over the reattached needle)
(Flexes hands/fingers, as if coming

fully to grips with herself)

Mor
(While still sitting up on the floor)

(Slightly tilts head down in confusion)
“W-wha...”

(Tilts head back up)

“Eleanor”
(Interjects as she stops looking over her hands)

“Oh, come now (displeased smirk)”
(Starts to walk away in front of you)

“All those gifts, you figure it out.”

Mor
(Starts to slowly get up)

(Slight grunt)
“(Softly) Father...”

(Stands up)
(Towards “Eleanor”)

“W-where’s father?...”

“Eleanor”
(Stops with her back still turned to you)
(Slightly turns/tilts down back to you)

“Like you said.”
(Turns back forward)

(Starts to walk away again)
“Each can survive.”

(Makes a massive leap up to one of the
upper levels of the grand Metro concourse)

Mor
“Hey!...”

(Faint laughter can be heard in the
distance as “Eleanor” moves out of sight)

With “Eleanor” going off on her own,
with what looks like reckless abandoned,
leaving you with nothing but questions,

you decide to give chase.



Just before heading off, however, you turn back slightly to find no indentation in the floor where the
needle was once embedded into, further suggesting what you already suspect is happening.

Now a ways ahead, you decide to pursue along the ground level, when off in the distance,
new sounds of clanking metal are heard, prompting you to at last arise to a higher vantage point.

Leaping in the same manner “Eleanor” did, you reach
the first upper level with no trouble at all, and as you look
on ahead, locate your other self roughly 50 meters away,
looking briefly all around before quickly making another

leap to the next balcony level.

“Eleanor”
(Said once she notices you)

“Huh... Not bad...”
(Leaps)

(Off in the distance from the second level)
“...for a centennial.”

(Note: The player can still go where ever they want throughout the
grand Metro concourse, causing “Eleanor” to react accordingly)

Being slightly higher up than the first level, your first attempt to
make the jump comes up short, meaning a longer lead up run is

most likely required.

Reaching the necessary height the second time around, you still
only just manage to get to the very edge of the railing section of the balcony,

leaving you having to pull yourself up and over before finally setting foot
upon the second level’s flooring.

“Eleanor”
(Now only 20 meters ahead)

(Slight chuckle as she stops to look at you)
“Alright then...”

(Right hand begins to pulse with energy)
“How about this...”

(Leaps to a nearby section of High Line track that traverses over top the concourse)
(Uses the pulsing energy to magnetize herself to the track)

More or less mimicking how the transit pods traverse the lines of track,
you watch as “Eleanor” glides along it to the opposite side of the concourse,

followed by her dropping down upon its third balcony level.

“Eleanor”
(Gestures right hand in a single wave)

(Starts to walk away)

Mor
(Brings right hand into frame)

“Well... (slightly flexes fingers as whole hand begins to pulse with energy)...

”...that’s a new one.”



Mor
(Puts hand back down)

 
Nearing the area under the track moments later, you see another leap will be required to get close

enough in order to create the best chance for success for what you are about to attempt.

Mor
(While still nearing the area below the track)

“(Softly) Alright...”
“(Normal) Should be easy enough...”

Now at what looks to be a fair position, you get a running start, and upon becoming airborne, set
your complete sights on focusing your telekinesis energy towards the track (for the player, a prompt

and animation similar to engaging with the High Lines in the main game will appear).

Frantically pulsing in response, you soon begin to generate arcs of electricity like matter that
become attracted to the track, causing the magnetizing effect to take hold of you.

Mor
(Slight gasp is she just manages to fully magnetize

herself to the track at the last possible moment)

(Short pause)

“(Slight chuckle)”

Though only stationary at first, you soon begin to manipulate your energy, causing you to then
glide along the track seconds later, and on towards the opposite side of the concourse.

Getting faster with each passing moment, the third level quickly comes into
range underneath you, and once finally close enough, you disengage.

(Note: Again, the player can just as well continue on the track to other areas)

Mor
(Fall animation once hitting the floor)

Back on your feet, you turn your attention towards where you saw “Eleanor” last,
of which is an enclosed area of the level up ahead that enters into a block section of the

grand concourse that subdivides both it and the Metro as a whole into districts.

You also at this time notice several flashes within the enclosure,
ranging from bright white, to fiery red, and as you reach a corner within it that then turns

into the inner depths of the block section, you find “Eleanor,” whaling away at a sealed up
emergency bulkhead door with every elemental ability and combo she can muster.

And though having no effect on the doors is little different than what would happen if you did the
very same, you take note of the absence of any burning or freezing side effects of any kind.

Mor
(Once close enough to “Eleanor” as she continues to blast the door, while getting more flustered)

“Not bad...”
(”Eleanor” stops, with her back still turned to you)

“...For a feint.”



“Eleanor”
(Slight growl of anger/frustration which

then turns into a slight chuckle)

The very next moment, you then witness “Eleanor’s”
entire body vanish within a cluster of red mist like matter,

of which then also disappears shortly thereafter.

And before you can even react, you then hear the
splatter and tearing like sound it generates ring out

directly behind you.

“Eleanor”
(From behind)

“So...”

(You turn around/the player has the time to turn around)

(Slightly leans in to observe you)
“...It can learn.”

Mor
“A hallucination, nothing more.”

“Eleanor”
(Starts to walk around, while keeping her

sights on you as movement is still allowed)
“You know, I’m starting to think you don’t fancy me too much.”

Mor
“(Intermixed with a slight chuckle) Yeah,

going about in... that, certainly doesn’t help.”

”Eleanor”
(Very next moment)

“But that’s not it, is it.  No...”

“No, I am you, yet...”

(Short pause)

Mor
“...Different.”

“Eleanor”
(While looking upward and closing eyes)

“And so much more...”
(Vanishes into mist again)



Mor
(After a short pause)

“(Sighs)”
“Teleport... its been awhile...”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“Then allow me to reacquaint you...”

Mor
“Wh...(becomes uneasy)”

A split second later, your field of view is engulfed with the red mist material, followed by it flashing
away, and your vision quickly returning to normal, along with a brief vision pulse in the background.

Mor
“Agh... (falls to a knee)”
(Begins to pan around)

“(Slight grunt)”
(Realizes where she is now)

“Huh?...”

Continuing to look around, you find yourself now located atop
one of the massive exposed girders that run across the upper portion
of the space, and though each is only a half meter or so in width, you

find your position to be locked at a perfect dead center.

“Eleanor”
(From below, and seen walking past underneath the girder)

“For when accuracy, not distance, is your goal.”
(Slight chuckle)

Mor
(Starts to slowly get back to her feet while still on the girder)

“Eleanor”
(Stops after passing a meter or so past your girder)

(Turns back as you continue to stand up)
“Well what are you waiting for...”

(Starts to walk away again)

(Gestures arms outwards)
“Your precise little ship won’t save itself.”



Mor
(Fully gets back to her feet)

(Pulls both hands into frame, with both palms open)
“Hmm...”

(Note: At this moment, the player is given a
prompt to utilize the teleport ability, of which is done

in a way similar to Dishonored's “Blink” ability)

Now looking past your hands, your attention
turns to the floor below, and as you begin to focus,
attempt to teleport, this time, on your own terms.

Mor
(Once the player acts upon the prompt)

“(More sounds of uneasiness)”

Becoming consumed by the red mist once again,
your vision flashes to white, and as it returns just as
it did before a brief moment later, you thankfully find

yourself firmly standing upon the section of
floor you had aimed for.

Mor
“(Tilts head downward)”

“(Slight grunt which turns into a chuckle/sigh of relief)”
“(Audible breath)”
(Fully recovers)

(While camera is still pointed downward slightly)
“(Softly) Never did get any easier.”

“(Starts to look back up) And certainly not...
(Notices ”Eleanor” has vanished again)

“(Tired)...now.”

(Short pause)

“Eleanor”
“There, there, my dearest, Ele...”

(Walks into frame from the right side)
(Turns to you)
“I’m never far.”

(Teleports away)



Claim Your Space

Register N
ow!

Alone again, you figure to just keep on pressing through
the block section, and as such, also decide to consult the

Map Maestro once more, so as to observe what lies ahead.

Mor
(Begins to look over remaining section of the current passage

that leads out to the next district of the Metro/Grand Concourse)
(Short pause as the wire-frame begins to focus

in on the next district in its entirety)

“Eleanor”
(Teleport sound from behind)

(Walks in from the left)
“(Slight grunt of disgust) Yuck...”

(Note: This exchange is a result of player choice, who can
just continue on, either back or forward, without using the map)

Mor
(While still looking over the map)

“Ah, so it can be hurt.”

“Eleanor”
“Argh... like a blemish on a masterpiece.”

Mor
(Upon deactivating Map Maestro)

“Masterpiece...”

(Light from hand fully fades)

“Then perhaps you lead the way.”

“Eleanor”
(Flustered)

(Teleports away)

Coming to grips that “Eleanor” is most likely to be an entity bound to moments rather than along side at all
times, you finally start to make your way out of the block section and onto the next district.

Along the way, you take note of more exposed girders up above and other heavy structural elements to the sides,
with the entire aesthetic giving off a vibe of incompleteness, in addition to several off shooting spaces that are

completely empty and resembling storefronts, and as you continue to push forward, find the following
bit of signage that further suggests what this specific block section is all about, in time, that is:



Discovering even more empty would-be venues further
down the passage, you continue to venture in solitude as

the “Eleanor” entity remains elusive.

Snaking its way through the rest of the block section,
you eventually come upon a portion that opens up to
an inner core area, though due to it also being in the
same state as everything else (giving off the vibes of

a massive abandoned mall, only cleaner),
you decide to pass it by.

Now nearing the exit leg of the walkway, the environment’s eerie
quiet ambiance really begins to set in as nothing but more silence and

the groaning of the ship’s structure is all you’ve managed to hear
for the past handful of minutes, yet as you at last approach the final

set of corners and empty storefronts, a shift begins to occur.

“Eleanor”
(Upon getting close enough to one of the exits out of the block section)

(Disembodied)
“(Sigh of pleasure)”

“(Slower) Do you feel that...”

Before you can respond, you see “Eleanor”
walk out from one of the nearby storefronts, as if she

was always there, and not teleported in.

Mor
“Feel what?...”

“Eleanor”
“(Sighs)”

(Vaults over a store counter and begins to walk out onto the walkway)
“(To herself) How far the mighty have fallen.”

Not responding, you now continue to make your
way to the exit just ahead, with “Eleanor” along side.

Emitting a modest brightness, it’s clear the opening leads out to the next district,
however, as what lies within it becomes more discernible as the bloom fades,

a slight flicker is observed, and seeing as “Eleanor” is still by your side,
you conclude it could not be of her doing, as before.

Mor
(As the flickering becomes more intense and the bloom completely fades away)

“I... I feel...”

Getting within a few meters moments later, a massive bolt of electricity
is then seen striking the balcony level just beyond the opening, with its echoes

reverberating all throughout for a good amount of time thereafter.

“Eleanor”
“Power.”



Seeing another bolt arc across the same
area of the balcony a second time seconds later,

you then continue to move towards the exit,
albeit with a bit more caution.

“Eleanor”
(Only said if the player takes too long to reach the exit)

“(Jokingly) Careful now...”
(Just as she reaches the exit)

“Be such a shame to see you suffer...”
(Teleports away)

Now nearing the threshold of the exit, the arcs of
electricity appear to subside, however, as you at last
pass through, find they have only passed on, for now.

With the last of the light bloom fading, you walk out onto the balcony
proper, and observe the vastness of the new district’s grand concourse,
of which is covered in countless other arcs of electricity that proceed to
dance around its entirety, prompting you to hastily continue on so as to

avoid a direct strike.

Mor
(Another bolt strikes the balcony area, with
the following be said if it is nearly avoided)

“(Slightly startled)”

“Eleanor”
(Walks in from the side again, with the sounds of

electricity near and far obscuring the teleport sound)
(Walks towards the balcony railing and looks over the sight)

“Seems someone’s been having a good time.”

Just then, out from the upper portion of the next block section off in the
distance, a sizable cluster of more arcs shoot outward, like fireworks going

off, all of which appear to be heading directly towards your location.

“Eleanor”
“Speak of the devil.”

(Teleports away)



Abandoned once again, you continue to watch as the numerous arcs of electricity, of
which have now formed into concentrated globs of energy at there tips, descend towards

you, and though you think of simply retreating back into the block section, you find the
exit’s emergency bulkhead doors have closed without you noticing.

Mor
(Notices the doors are closed)

“(Softly) Dammit...”
(After a few seconds of the player scrambling around in vain)

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“(Annoyed) Always when you want something done...”

Finding no safe havens within your immediate vicinity,
you prepare to bear the brunt of the incoming barrage,

however, just after hearing “Eleanor’s” latest disembodied
voice, you again become uneasy, followed by your entire

body becoming engulfed in energy of your own.

The next moment, you then observe the energy project outward,
creating a dome that surrounds you, with the electrical globs

slamming all across it immediately thereafter.

Intense and loud, your vision is temporarily blinded by
the event, yet as it finally subsides, you find yourself still
standing, and the energy barrier still in place, of which

then pulses out of existence moments later.

Though also still surrounded by the electrical arcs
that drape the rest of the district, a calm, all things

considered, is then observed, as no further arcs are
seen being fired from the distant block section.

“Eleanor”
(Teleports in front of you)

(While walking in the direction of the distant block section)
“(Pleased) Hm.”

“(Puts hands on hips)”
“Just as I hoped...”

Mor
(At same time, looks over both hand/arms, which pulse with a

slightly different form of energy, signifying the new barrier ability)

“Eleanor”
(Continues)

“...Excellent.”



Mor
(Stops looking over hands)

“Okay, where’d you learn that one?”
“Because I’ve never...”

(Note: Player is free to move around during this exchange)

“Eleanor”
(Interjects while still facing towards the distant block section)

“But remember...”
(Turns back to you)

“Same, yet different.”
“(Devious smirk)”
(Teleports away)

Mor
“(Sighs)”

(Short pause as sounds of gathering energy are heard coming from the distant
block section, along with a faint light bloom from its top area, of which fade away)

“In the company of strangers.”

Appearing to be no longer burdened with having to worry about being targeted
from afar, you begin to take better stock of the district that lies ahead.

Similar in size and shape to the previous concourse, though slightly less wide due to the overall tapering of the
Edictal as it comes to a point at its stern, you find it to be more occupied, aside from the strings of electricity.

Specifically, 8 massive cylinder shaped structures, paired in twos, and
stretching on towards the next block section, all of which are seen harboring
the densest clusters of arcing electricity, in addition to generating new ones.

Wanting to get a closer look, you move towards the railing of the balcony,
but before thinking of taking a plunge down to the ground level, look upon the

rest of the area’s overall structure, with the floor being the main point of interest.

Looking through whatever gaps in the strings you can find, you observe a mostly
glass composition, allowing sight into a dense mass of wiring that runs underneath.

Also surging with the same energy, though in a much more contained and controlled
manner, their direction appears to be coming in from the surrounding hull of the ship,

followed by them being collected and stored into the cylinders, then flowing through another
set of sizable cables (rigid, with no sagging) that lead into the distant block section.

Of course, as the sight suggests, the system isn’t exactly working as intended.

Mor
(Upon making note of the system at work)

“Hmm... Our proximity to the star.”
“At least something still works...”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“But seldom does well ever come
from too much of a good thing.



Remaining silent, you only watch as another dull
pulse of energy is emitted from somewhere atop the

distant block section, and with your ultimate goal
of reaching the hangers in the stern still clear,
begin to make your way towards that which

stands in your way.

However, before heading off,
you make note of the following:

First being that, though numerous lines of
High Line track pass overhead, the presence of
arcing electricity across them make it impossible
for traversal of any kind, at least, without making

certain “adjustments” of your doing.

The second being what the vast majority of the
other electricity strings are doing, of which is making
most of the surfaces, on both the ground level and

the surrounding balconies, also untraversable (other
strings are also still rotating around the entire concourse).

Starting to think things over, you figure your body can
take a moderate amount of shock before serious damage
occurs, though you’d rather avoid being in such a state
all together, thus, you begin to formulate just what kind

of “adjustments” your abilities can provide.

Eying a nearby section of track, you turn to your
cryogenics, and proceed to ice up two areas roughly

5 meters apart, causing the electricity in between them
to cease, creating a usable area to at least hang from.

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

(Once/if the player accomplish this in a reasonable amount
of time, otherwise, she’ll start giving hints via mocking)

“Atta girl.”



With a clear section of track before you, and again deciding to stay
mute in response to the comment, you proceed to make the leap up.

Stretching the width of the concourse, along with all the other lines, in addition to only
being capable of freeing up small lengths at a time, and for short periods of time, you use your

modified telekinesis to hang from the track, where you begin to scout out your next move.

Below you find the electrified hellscape of the ground level, where as to both your left and right, you
find similar sights on the tiered balconies, leaving the next line directly ahead your only real option.

Though you do see a few isolated pockets of floor space below, of which you
may have to utilize in time to reach some of the High Line further along in the

space, for now you decide to make use of your free left
hand in order to free up the next line.

Same as before, you create two blocks of ice across the second section
of track, and upon the electricity subsiding, make another leap.

Doing this many more times, with several rotating arcs and
sizable clusters forcing you to deviate from just a simple straight

shot path, you eventually come to a point that forces you to make
a trip down to one of the floor spaces below.

Eying an area just off to the side to one of the cylinder structures,
located at roughly the half way point of the concourse, you drop down
without incident, yet just as you start to take focus on the new sets of

track you can gain access from this position, an oddity occurs.

Unknown Sounds
(Massive arc crosses by just ahead)

(Middle bulge is seen pulsing, while at the same time, appears to be trying to form into an artificial shape)
“(Indiscernible speech like sound mixed in with the electricity)”
(Formation collapses back to regular arcing and pulses away)

(Short pause)

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

(As if truly intrigued)
“Now that is interesting.”



Mor
“Care to share?”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“(Slight chuckle)”
“As if I would, if I could.”

With the anomaly completely fading away into
the surrounding clusters of electricity, in addition
to another round of pulsing, the largest thus far,

coming from the upper portion of the distant block
section shortly thereafter, you continue the trek.

Due to the placement of the remaining lines of track,
you rely more heavily on utilizing bare pockets on the floors,

and as time goes on, the level of difficulty/complexity increases.

(Note: Basically insert diverse traversal challenges here)

Traversing for a good amount of time, you eventually reach
an area that appears to be impassible near the last quarter
of the concourse, though before thinking of turning back to

try another route, you manage to locate another clear
spot just within your leaping range.

However, no matter how long you wait, the erratic
clusters of electricity that bar access never move just enough
to provide you with a window of opportunity to pass through.

Still figuring a turn back is required, rather
than risk a brute force shocking, you are overcome
with a new idea of traversal, one that requires your

newly rediscovered teleport ability.

Mor
(If the player hangs around long enough without acting)

“(Nervous) Hmm...”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“Oh, yes...”

(Short pause)

“Eleanor”
(Teleports into the open spot)

(In the distance, down below, elevating voice over the electricity sounds)
(While gesturing hands outward)

“See, easy.”



Continuing to hesitate, you then
hear and see another pulse from the block section up
ahead, followed by a new cluster of sizable electricity

arcing before you, of which again attempts to form
into artificial shapes.

Unknown Sound
(Center bulge pulses)

“(Another indescribable voice like sound,
louder/aggressive this time, as if becoming agitated)”
(Its energy then dampens, but the arc sticks around)

Becoming concerned about the sight, you decide not
to stick around to see what happens next (though the

player can decide to do so), and proceed to leap
down towards the open patch of floor below.

Descending a few meters, you soon reach the wall
of electricity that blocks the rest of the fall, and just

before coming into contact, you take aim and
commence your teleport.

Engulfed by the mist like matter, your vision is blinded
for a split second, and as it returns with the mist quickly

evaporating away, find yourself firmly standing upon
the clear floorspace.

“Eleanor”
(As you exit the landing/end teleport animation)

(While in passing off to the side, head slightly turned towards you)
“Seems there’s hope for you yet.”

(Teleports away)

Isolated in both location and company once more,
the latter being debatable, you start to get your bearings on
what is the last portion of the concourse, and with the base
of the block section not more than 100 meters away, you

take on the remaining obstacles that lie in wait.

Consisting of more leap transfers between the tracks
and floor, in addition to a few more teleports, you edge closer,

all the while receiving more brief “visits” from the electrical oddity.



Getting more complex in both shape and sound structure as you close in on the block
section, its as if you’ve acquired yet another uninvited companion with the electrical oddity,

though it would seem only to be a mere observer at this point in time.

Yet, as you approach the last handful of obstacles,
you decide to lessen your cautious stance towards it.

Mor
(If the player stands before one of the
unique arcs for a long enough time)
“(Softly to herself) What are you...”

Unique Arc
(Bulge pulses, makes sounds, and slightly extends out towards

you, then sparks away into the surrounding clusters)

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

(Mocking)
“Ah, you’ve made a friend”

Mor
“Would be a first for the day.”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“Hm.”
“Perhaps, but the night is young.”

Due to the layout and rotations of the remaining arcs that
lie between you and the block section, only a small area at its
base is seen as accessible (though further exploration would

lead to alternate entry points).

Setting your sights, you make the final push, and while
doing so also notice the oddity has taken leave from the space
entirely, with only one last massive pulse erupting from the top
of the block section being observed before you at last reach it.

Setting foot on the floor with ease via one more teleport, you begin to make
your approach to the entry door, and though its emergency bulkhead doors are

in the open position, you quickly discover a dense webbing of more
arcs a few meters further on.

However, as you continue to move towards them, while contemplating how to use
your abilities to in order to create a way forward (the webbing is deep, putting the clear

side just out of reach of your teleport’s range), another pulse is heard, this time
strong enough the entire environment vibrates, and upon settling down,

you observe the arcs ahead completely spark away.

(Note: This only happens if the interaction with the unique arc occurs)



L U M I N O U S
C O R E

Mor
“Huh...”

“Eleanor”
(As the last of the arcs in the doorway spark away,
she can be seen lying up against the right side wall

on the other side, hands crossed)
“It would appear I was mistaken...”

(Uncrosses hands and walks away from wall)

“You’ve made an ally.”
(Teleports away)

Mor
“(Softly) The night is young.”

With the way clear, you look down the rest
of the passage, and right away find it to be a
stark contrast to the previous block section.

Continuing with the same polished stainless steel tile flooring,
as seen in the outer concourse, while utilizing a finished mix of timber
and glass facades for the walls, in addition to the ceiling being a more
dressed up version of the exposed girders from before, “contemporary

class” comes first to mind when conjuring an adequate description.

Moving forward a bit more, you are then led into a sizable
rotunda lobby/foyer space, and at its center, you observe the
following signage situated atop a monument like pedestal, all
of which is also ensnared in a light webbing of more electrical

arcs that are streaming down from the roof structure:



(Environment musical theme plays, then fades)

(Short pause)

“Eleanor”
(Walks out in front of you, coming in from the right side)

“Luminous... Core.”
“I must say, you two certainly had an... interesting taste in naming things.”

Mor
“And I’d say save most of your thanks for just Mr. Maxson.”

“Eleanor”
“(Mocking) Mister Maxson, ha!”

“(Cutesy voice) Oh, Alex, it’s a beautiful ship...
”(Gets more normal) Consider the dreams we had surpassed.”

(Short pause as she looks directly towards you)

(While tapping right index finger on her head)
“I’m in there, so spare me the obscurities.”

(Teleports away)

Adding no further comments, you look past the electrifying display that is the
Luminous Core monument and begin to survey the rotunda to a greater extent.

Consisting of three other doorways that lead out from the left/right sides,
and straight ahead behind the monument, you quickly discover each of their respected

emergency bulkhead doors have been sealed, save for the one on the right, which you find
has the smallest of openings between its two sliding doors.

Before heading towards it however, you then turn your gaze upwards, where you identify
an upper level balcony that encircles the entire rotunda, which also includes three more

doorways in the same locations as their lower counterparts.

And though the upper doorways appear to be unblocked,
you decide to inspect the partially open lower door first.

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

(While approaching the door, and once close enough)
“Well, well, nothing like a good exploit to make use of.”

Mor
(Once at the foot of the door, and notices the narrow opening shows no view of the other side)

“(Sigh)”
“I can’t see other side, must be just off its frame.”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)
“Even better.”



Mor
“W-what do you mean?”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“Seems time we put the old
man’s true strength to the test.”

Mor
(Looks over hands, flexes fingers slightly into soft fists)

“(Softly) Father...”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

(While still looking over hands)
“Make the whisper roar.”

Turning your attention back to the door, you position yourself dead center, and upon placing
your hands inside the opening, begin to exert the true physical power you posses.

Mor
“(Grunts)”

With your grip firm, you exert with all you have, yet as
the seconds go by, you fail to budge the doors in any

noticeable way.

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“You’re skin deep, dig deeper.”

Still exerting, you continue to make no progress, but just
as you reach the point of giving up your entire body begins

to give off red toned, light like matter.

Neither the teleport mist nor fire, the substance engulfs you,
until suddenly, it erupts outward, shedding in multiple waves

as your power increases.

Getting more intense, you then feel the resistance of the doors
against your hands decrease dramatically, followed by them
jolting to the sides as you finally manage to push them apart.

Mor
“(Final grunt as she pushes the doors apart just enough to get past them)”

“(Audible breathing as she relaxes, while at the same time the red energy fades away)”

“Eleanor”
(Standing on the other side of the doors, a few meters ahead)

(Stern faced)
“But a sample taste, nothing more.”

(Teleports away)



Lightin
g

the W
ay

With your body returning to its normal state moments
later, you begin to observe what lies ahead.

Traversing a short passage, you are led into
another sizable rotunda shaped space, roughly
half the size of the previous, and at its center,
hanging down from the exposed girder roof

structure, the following signage:

And below that, a massive topographical model
of a generic planet surface, with a scale mock up

of what looks to be an actual Luminous Core
power plant, situated atop the center hill.

Circle in shape, with solar panels curving upwards from its
base all the way up to a smaller sized plateau at its peak,

you see the plant is isolated from the rest of the much smaller
clusters of structures scattered around the hill’s base, in what

together make up a single colony the Edictal was to
eventually establish on suitable worlds.

Also consisting of numerous info panels and more,
smaller models of different colony and core setups on a diverse collection

of other worlds scattered throughout the space, the entire colonization
operation, the very heart of “The Eden Project,” is detailed in full.

(The Edictal’s terraforming technology is also referenced)

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“You know, I could never understand it, until now...”

Mor
“That being?...”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports next to one of the models, and begins to look over it)

“Anabelle Mor.”



Mor
“Oh...”

“Eleanor”
(Before you can continue)

“I mean (slight chuckle) the whole anagram thing might
have been a bit much, but the rest... (softly/slowly swipes

right hand over the model) ...masterful.”

(Short pause)
“A people ripe for leading,

with nothing to stand in the way this time...”

Mor
“What?... No, I...”

Mor
(Interjects)

(Turns away from the model)
“(Annoyed) Again with the lies.”

(Short pause)

“Should have figured Mother was too soft on...”

Just then, a series of clattering sounds are heard
coming from somewhere back in the entry rotunda,

causing “Eleanor” to stop mid-sentence
and teleport away.

Turning your attention back towards the passage, a short
pause is observed, and with no further sounds being heard,

you begin to press towards it.

Mor
(Once 2/3rds of the way through the passageway)

“H-...”

“Eleanor”
(Interjects)

(Vision pulses violently for a split second)
“Don’t.”

Mor
“(Softly) Agh... (staggers slightly, tilts head downward)”

(Vision returns to normal)

“Eleanor”
(While you recover, teleports just ahead and walks out into the main rotunda)

(While looking up towards the second level balcony)
(Smirks)

“Can’t let the game catch our sent before the hunt.”



Mor
“The hell you...”

“Eleanor”
(Interjects)

(Starts to walk back towards you)
“Just a cautious presumption, relax.”

(Teleports away)

(Short pause as you start to walk into the main rotunda)

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“As for you, however, such ways look to be all but lost.”

Staying silent, you walk out into the main rotunda,
and as the faint sounds of your footsteps fade away
into the background, listen in for any more hints to

what may be stirring up above.

Again hearing nothing, you eye the upper balcony,
and seeing as it’s only a little over a story above,

position yourself to make a leap.

Getting just high enough to then mantle over the
side railing, you walk out to observe the rest of the
surrounding level, and though you do confirm none
of the three doors are bulkhead sealed, each at one
point within their respected passages has another

webbing of electricity blocking further access.

Mor
“Seems we’ll be in need again.”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“Lest we forge our own.”

Waiting around a bit longer to see if any new sounds
ring out, your patience is soon rewarded as another series
of clattering, this time far more faint, are heard emanating
from the doorway on your left (left if facing the monument).

Not wasting any time, you immediately move into the passageway,
and upon observing another short pause after reaching the webbing,
watch as a rogue arc stretches across the ceiling structure overhead.

And surely enough, upon coming in contact with
the cluster, each string in time sparks away.



“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)
“Two for two.”

Remaining quiet so as to not give away your
location to whatever may be stirring close by, a brief

pause is observed, and just as you start to walk through
the section of the passageway that has been cleared of

the electric webbing, the entire environment begins
to vibrate once again.

A subtle rumble at first, it quickly intensives as it
is then accompanied by numerous waves of more

electricity that pulse over every observable
surface around you.

Bracing just in time (player action required), you
manage to erect another energy barrier, and as you

continue to observe the event while inside, notice the
source of the waves is again somewhere up above,
as the energy is seen erupting downward from the

overhead exposed ceiling structures.

Continuing on for another handful of seconds, the
pulses at last come to an end, though not without one
final massive pulse that also carries what sounds to be
another kind of groan, structured in the same way as

what the “oddity” was giving off previously.

Mor
(Drops the barrier a few seconds after the last
massive pulse and groan sounds fade away)

“Eleanor”
(Teleports in a meter ahead of you)

(Takes a few steps ahead while appear to observe)
“Hmm...”

”I guess... whatever you do...”
(Stops, then partially turns back to you)

(Smirks)
“Just don’t be the cat.”

(Teleports away)



R I N G  C
L O W E R
C O R E

Recommencing your traversal through the
passage, you soon reach a split point that

heads off in three more directions.

To your right, you find a curved walkway that you assume connects
back into the other two passages you saw in the main rotunda.

Straight ahead, nothing but another set of sliding doors,
however, not of the bulkhead grade, but rather, all glass,

has an accessible terminal to its side, and
bears the following label across it:

And as for the left side, you see the passage continue on for
a few more meters, only to terminate at not only another webbing

of electricity, but a bulkhead door that is completely sealed.

Mor
“Lower core...”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“Then up and over we go.”

Keeping your attention on the Ring C doors, you also
keep in mind what could have caused the sounds from

earlier, in addition to which way it may have gone.

Figuring the clattering may have been a result of someone
accessing the Ring doors, as well as it leading in the direction
you need to head anyways to navigate past the block section

itself, you select it as your best course of progression.

And as a result, you move to consult with the
operational terminal, which reads the following:

EMERGENCY CORE LOCKDOWN IN EFFECT

PLEASE ENTER VALID OVERRIDE

CODE FOR LIMITED ACCESS



Mor
(Enters an interaction animation at the terminal)

“(Softly) An override code...”
(Starts typing)

“Eleanor”
(While typing)
(Disembodied)

“Oh where, oh where in the pecking order did you go...”

Mor
(Finishes typing)

AMORDELTA

(Slight hesitation before pressing enter)

(Short pause as the screen does nothing)
(Terminal makes a dull beep)

(All text on the screen disappears)

(Short pause)

(New text is typed out across the screen)

LOWER LUMINOUS CORE CONTROL

ALPHA CLEARANCE ID AMORDELTA ACCEPTED

EMERGENCY ACCESS OVERRIDE GRANTED

(Split second after last letter is typed, the glass doors make
a series of sounds, followed by them slowly sliding apart)

Mor
(As the doors continue to slide open)

“Huh...”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“Always selling yourself short...”

(Doors stop opening, with about a half meter of each glass panel still sticking out on both sides)
(Teleports ahead of you, just before the frame of the doorway)

“Though regardless...”
(Begins to turn/move towards one of the glass panels)

“...You could’ve been a bit more...”
(Flicks fingers at the glass, with a small spark of energy going

off in response, though nothing happens to the door)
“Assertive.”

(Teleports away)



(Note: The player can also just use their abilities to
shatter the glass panels, triggering different dialogue from
“Eleanor,” with the idea being dialogue/sequences altering

in response to how aggressive the player is)

Mor
(A few seconds after “Eleanor” teleports away)

“Always with the easiest path...”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“Aren’t you one to talk...”

(Before continuing, another handful of electricity waves
pulse throughout the environment, though very dull,

and only visible across the ceiling structure,

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

(Once the pulsing and sounds stop)
“...But it can wait.”

With everything returning to normal once again, you look down
the corridor that lies beyond the Ring C doors, and though you find nothing

of much interest within the first dozen or so meters, farther ahead appears to
give way to more promising items with the sight of near constant flashing light.

Traversing, you are eventually led into a much wider
corridor that curves inwards on both your right and left

sides, signaling to you that this is the ring itself.

And as you turn your sights upwards, also identify what can
only be the Luminous Core in its entirety.  Its complex layers of
machinery stacking upwards in an inverted spire design, all the

way up to what must be the very top of the block
section, numerous stories above.

Engulfed in an even more amazing display of electrical arcs than what was
experienced in the concourse, one would think to find the space a deafening

cluster of sparking energy, however, thanks to the presence of energy barriers, of
what look to be of the same kind that encase the Metro as a whole from the vacuum
of space, the hundreds of arcs per second are, for now at least, kept to only racing

around the core, rather than extending outwards towards each ring’s balcony
(Note: Due to Ring C being at the bottom, it has no balcony, and only

the base of the core at its center, blocked off by the barriers)

(Short pause as observation is allowed and the full version of the area’s musical theme is played)

PA System
(Static, blow out sounds, then normalizes)

(Short pause)
(More static sounds build, plus the groan the “oddity” gave off)
(Sounds reach peak loudness, then suddenly cuts to silence)



“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“The intrigue grows ever more...”

Looking to respond, you then notice the top of the core pulse with light that rivals the
surface of the nearby star in intensity, followed by everything vibrating in response.

Producing another wave of electricity, it soon starts to rush down the spire and towards
your location, and in the few seconds you are given to observe the event, also note the

energy is not being dampened by the barriers in any meaningful way.

Mor
(Creates another energy barrier)

(Note: The player can “die” due to the strength of these
pulses, though in Mor’s case, death means a modest pause as
her body self-regenerates, thanks to her ADAM infused biology,
with the time lost causing certain sequences later on to be either

more difficult or missed entirely due to the design of the environments
being similar to “Hitman” and “Dishonored,” in that things are always

in motion, rather than triggered once player activates/arrives)

The longest pulse yet, seconds continue to pass,
and as a result, you begin to struggle as the

barrier requires more energy to maintain.

However, just as you near your “presumed” breaking point,
the pulse at last subsides, and as you bring down the

barrier, take a moment to recompose yourself.

Mor
(As she brings down the barrier, goes to a knee)

“(Audible breathing)”
(Puts right hand down onto the floor to stabilize herself)

“Eleanor”
(Teleports in just ahead)

(Camera is tilted down, allowing only “Eleanor’s legs
to be seen at first as she steps towards you)

”Hm.”
(Takes hand off the floor, while still on one knee)

(”Eleanor” stops about a foot away)
(Looks up to see “Eleanor” extending her right hand)

(Note: Though there is no prompt, if the player presses
the action/interact button, they will reach out to take her hand)

(In this case, nothing is done)
(”Eleanor” smirks, retracts hand)

(Starts to get up on her own)
“Little by little.”



Mor
(Finishes getting back to her feet)

“Uncertainty as to whether I’d get it back, is all.”

“Eleanor”
(Starts to walk away)

“Whatever justification works for you...”
(Teleports away)

Fully recovering, you return your attention to the very
top of the core spire, and though it was a jumbled mess

of electricity to begin with, you definitely notice it as being
even more chaotic than before the pulse, along with the

rest of the spire below it.

Giving off a vibe of a bomb just waiting to go off,
you decide to make a quick survey of the rest of
the ring, of which provides you with three more

doorways, in addition to the one you
passed through to get here.

Though, similar to before, both the one on the opposite
side of the ring and to the right are bulkhead sealed,

leaving you with only the left side passage.
(Note: These areas are subject to being filled in as explorable side rooms later)

Completely clear of obstruction, not even a webbing of electricity, you quickly accept
that it and the way from which you came are your only two options, with leaping
up to the next ring’s balcony being a distant back up, due to it requiring dodging

unpredictable arcs smashing against invisible, non-fixed positioned energy barriers.

(If the player decides to move back
towards the passage they came in from)

(Spire core gives off sounds of another pulse and
groan/screech sounds, but no pulse actually happens)

(Environment structure groans)

(Dense cluster of arcs can be seen racing down from the top of the spire core)
(Cluster arcs across the doorway, blocking it with a dense

webbing that is too deep to teleport through)

Mor
(A few seconds after the webbing is created)

“Whoa, whoa, whoa...”

(More isolated clusters race down from the spire core,
webbing up the two closed doors)

PA System
(Static builds)

(Suddenly cuts)



“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“Left with getting hints.”
“Oh, Ele... how embarrassing.”

Mor
“(Slight disgruntled grunt)”

Now left with only the left side doorway to pass through,
you make your way towards it, and shortly upon entering,

watch as yet another pulse is emitted, followed by
webbing blocking the way behind you.

Mor
(Shortly after the webbing blocks the doorway)

“Like a rat in a maze...”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“Like, being the unneeded preposition.”

Stretching on for a few meters, the passage then
leads you into what looks to be a workshop space for
the core.  Of course, unlike any other shop, you find
a pristine looking space, void of any ware and tear,

and every piece of spare parts and heavy machinery
either locked in banks of storage lockers or lying

dormant as they await their first ever use.

Moving deeper inside, you also locate a
series of pads along the back wall, and upon

each, a cognition sphere, in what must be EVI
service drones that are specifically geared

towards maintaining the core.

However, in contrast to the rest of the room,
each sphere is damaged, their gashes and dents

nearly identical to what was observed on the
sphere in the observatory lift.

Mor
(Upon bringing the spheres mostly into frame)

“More damaged spheres...”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“I’d garner, someone sees a foe.”

(Sounds of metal crashing down onto the floor, off in the distance, inside the shop)

(Short pause as you turn your attention towards the source of the sounds)

(Banging metal sounds in the distance)



Though out of sight, you can clearly pinpoint the
direction the sounds are coming from, and as you
begin to pass through the rest of the workshop, so
as to close in, you do so as cautiously as possible
(though of course, again, the player can go about

this which ever way they want, causing the
sequence to play out differently).

Getting louder with each passing moment,
the manner of the sounds also seem

to grow in intensity.

And then, just as you enter into one of the more
isolated areas within the shop, in what looks to be

the maintenance space for generator equipment, like
those seen in the concourse, sounds of blunt

destruction are joined by speech.

Unknown Male Voice
(Intermixed with more metal banging sounds)
“(Grunts as he grows tired with each exertion)”

“(Soft, to himself) The EO...”
“(Grunts)”

“The EO knows best...”
“(Grunts)”

(Sound of something metal being thrown to the side)
(Short pause)

“(Grunts, more metal banging sounds)”
“The EO knows best...”

“(Grunts)”
“(Softer) EO knows best...”

“(Softer grunt)”
“(Barely audible) The EO... knows best...”

“(Louder grunt as he seems to put everything
he has left into the next exertion)”

“(Metal banging sounds end)”
“(Heavy breathing)”

“(Soft) The EO follows the captain...”
“(Deep exhale)”

“And the Captain knows best...”



ENS. ADAMS

At around the same time the unknown person’s
little speech comes to an apparent close, with more

metal banging sounds being heard afterwards, you round
a corner that leads you to a back area within the isolated

section of the shop, and as you look on towards the
opposite side directly ahead, find more damaged

cognition spheres strewn about, along with
a lonely man, cast in silhouette.

Crouched over one of the sphere’s, with his back turned to you, you watch
as the man continues to whale away at the device, of which proceeds to

break apart, with bits and pieces bursting outward in all directions.

Still choosing to be cautious, the man appears to have no knowledge of your presence,
and as you continue to close in, his exertions become more aggressive once again.

Mor
(If the player only continues to push forward at a walks pace, no running,

they will be able to get much closer, though eventually, a single arc of
electricity will spark overhead)

Unknown Man
(Hears the arc of electricity)

(Perks up, slightly turns head back so as to notice you)

Perking up, you get a slightly better look at the man’s contour, and though
mostly still in silhouette, the following small patch on his left arm is exposed:

Mor
(You do nothing, though again, player’s choice)

Unknown Man
“(Tired) You...”

Mor
(If the player continues to do nothing)

“Ensign?...”

“Eleanor”
(If the player still does nothing)

(Disembodied)
“(Whisper) What are you waiting for?...”

Unknown Man
(Quickly turns back towards the battered sphere)

“(Softer) The one the Captain spoke of...”
(Energy begins to pulse from his hands)

The next moment, you then see each of the damaged
spheres throughout the space start to rise up into the air.



With the encounter quickly deteriorating, the sight
of the spheres then being flung towards you triggers
a fight or flight response, and as such, you decide
to brace and erect another energy barrier (though,

as always, the player can act in any way they want).

Crashing all across it a split second later, each of
the spheres are seen shattering into an uncountable
amount of fragments, with several giving off modest

shock bursts as the still active components
inside them short circuit.

Also during this time, you just manage to see through
the near tsunami worth of metal pieces to notice the

Ensign making an escape while still conducting
his hands just enough to keep both the spheres

and everything else not secured in the space
flying towards you.

Seconds later, you then watch as he relieves one
hand from attack duty, so as to use it to rip apart a
small section of the ceiling structure, followed by
him fully disengaging his Armstrong like ability

and leaping up out of sight.

No longer being manipulated, the last of the
spheres and other miscellaneous materials break
across the barrier, and while still falling away to

the ground, you cease its generation.

“Eleanor”
(Right after the barrier drops)
(Teleports in while walking)

(Walks out towards where the Ensign was)
“(Flustered) You naive bi... (manages to stop herself)”

“(Sighs, puts hands on hips while
looking up into the hole in the ceiling)”
(Looks down, back still turned to you)

(Short pause)

(Quickly turns back to you)
“Well, you gonna cock things up even more, or what?”

(Teleports away)

(Short pause)

(Disembodied)
“(Seductive like) Give the prey the chase it wants.”



Mor
“(Soft) Precaution to the wind...”

“You know perhaps, just perhaps, he... along with
everyone else, may just be in need of some help...

from God knows what’s happened.”

”Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“And yet (nearby broken spheres are heard sparking),
vindication is all that stands before us.”

(Short pause, creating the sense she’s done
speaking as you start to walk around,

inspecting the hole in the ceiling)

“Even father would agree...”

Mor
“Fath... (slight chuckle)...

...Nice try.”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“Oh, believe me, I didn’t have to.”
“But, I digress...”

(Teleport sound is heard)
(You turn to the sound and find her now inside
the hole in the ceiling, peering down at you)

“Bigger fish lie in wait.”
(Teleports away)

Left with a choice, you briefly look back at the
workshop you just traversed through, now a mess

of metal parts, and though it did appear to lead
off to other locales, your interest in pursuing

the Ensign is too strong to ignore.

Turning back to the hole in the ceiling,
you then move into position, and upon

making an easy enough leap into it,
commence the chase.

(Note: If the player decides to explore other
paths, “Eleanor” will respond appropriately)



ENGINEERING

Cramped, dark, and full of
pipes and wires running both overhead
and to the sides, the space is no doubt
a mechanical vent-way, and as you look
forward, find it eventually takes a turn to
the right, of which is seen giving off more

pulsing/flickering light.

Though also leading off to elsewhere
in the opposite direction, your sights are
clearly set thanks to the light, and you

begin to move towards it.

Giving off creaking noises of all kinds, in addition
to the occasional buzzing from the nearby electrified
wirings, you traverse to about the halfway point to

the corner, before sounds you’ve become
familiar with make a return.

The pulsing of electricity from the core, with vibrations
soon accompany it, and although it subsides only

seconds later, you watch as a single arc of electrify
races out from the corner up ahead, followed by
it jolting past you along one of the more bulky
wires that is running along the bottom of the

right side of the vent-way.

Mor
“Hold on...”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“Yes, yes, that isn’t right, but
then again, what is any more.”

Continuing to press on moments later,
you nearly reach the corner, when you then

observe the following across the same
bulky wire that carried the lonely arc.

Mor
“(Softly) Engineering?...”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“Alright, if you insist, little Miss Architect, inform.”



Mor
“This... this shouldn’t be here, we...”

“...Maxson, always went with compartmentalization with his designs.”
“Never putting all the eggs, in this case power generation, in just one basket.”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“So why the connection now...”

Mor
“Hm.”

“And I’d say why the disconnect.”
“For being, as you put it... in there, why bother with queries, at all?”

“Eleanor”
“Oh, now where’s the fun in that?

”Though, of course...”

(Teleports up ahead, no matter where the player is)

“Whose to say our little chats aren’t
the only thing keeping you sane. Huh?”

(Teleports away)

(Short pause)

(Disembodied)
“Never think for a moment you’ve

let all of mother go to waste.”

Going silent on both fronts, you make it to
the corner in the moments to follow, and upon
rounding it, discover the vent-way continues
on for only a few more meters, before turning

completely vertical.

As for the source of the pulsing/flickering light, you
see more wires of the same thickness as the one
that carried the arc from earlier stretching down,

with the difference being each are severed
and sparking erratically.

Reaching the shaft itself moments later, you then
begin to look upwards, and while doing your best to
stay clear of most of the showering sparks, follow all

of the wires as they ascend what looks to equate
to the entire height of the block section.



Still looking up, little more time passes
before sounds of clattering are heard

high up, close near the very top.

Continuing to peer you then
take note of a figure scurrying about,
in what must be the Ensign making
an exit from the shaft to an upper

level it grants access to.

Moving out of sight shortly thereafter, another pulse
from the core is heard in the background, followed

by another round of vibrations.

Unlike the horizontal section of the vent-way, however,
the vertical shaft is seen being pierced by multitudes

of arcs (with bright spots showing up along the walls a
second or so before the arcs manifest), in a wave that

quickly rushes down it over the course of a few seconds,
causing a flood of sparks to rain upon you in its wake.

Another single pulse of electricity is seen traversing the
“Engineering” wire as well during this time.

Normalizing soon thereafter, you again turn your gaze
back upwards, and begin to look over your options.

Though similar in texture and setup to ropes that
you could possibly climb with the wiring, the fact

they still carry currents, coupled with the unpredictable
frequency of the core pulses and how inflexible you may
be while climbing, you quickly rule them out (though the
player can climb them if they so choose, or latch on to
them if they happen to make a miss step elsewhere).

Looking for a faster method, you then turn
your attention towards the several small
outcroppings of metal structure that are
used to hold in place the cluster of wires

and pipes that descend the shaft.

With each sticking out just enough to
be something you can lock on to, you figure

you can leap and latch onto each, then make use
of the other vent openings that dot the bare spots

in between along the way to make it to the top.

All the while still preserving the flexibility
that will no doubt be required when

the core acts up once again.



(Note: This entire sequence of going through the vent-way is
only accessible if the player does nothing during the confrontation with

the Ensign, allowing him to escape.  However, if more “aggressive”
actions are taken, the route will not be opened for the player,

forcing a longer route to be taken to the upcoming area)

Making the first leap up easily enough, it isn’t long
before the entire shaft begins to vibrate once again,
followed by the side opposite of you starting to glow,

giving you but a short period of time to
react accordingly.

Appearing to be in a safe area,
the wave of electrical arcs races down, and
as it passes you by, brace and ride it out.

Becoming clear seconds later, you continue
your accession, and after making another handful

of leaps, stop as the vibrations return.

Short of luck this time around, you spot
a glow directly aimed at your location, and

over the course of a brief moment, proceed to
drop down to a lower latching on point, where
you again ride out the second wave of arcs.

Clearing shortly thereafter, you push again,
this time with the top area the Ensign moved

into earlier looking to be within two leaps.

However, as you make the first, it is the longest by
far, causing you to reach it as the glowing nearly
reaches peak intensity, and with the timing being

such, conclude both a drop down and a final
jump up will take to long to execute.

Thinking fast, you then turn to your abilities,
and just before the newest wave of electricity

reaches your location, proceed to encase
every inch in sight around you in ice.

(Short pause as the wave passes you by, with
the iced up areas not emitting any arcs around you)

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“And here I thought you’d never figure to try that.”

(Note: Not said if the player figures to
ice up the shaft from the start)



Getting more frequent with each passing cycle,
you waste little time in taking pride in what you’ve done
and successfully reach the top of the shaft where you
climb into another horizontal section of venting with
only a split second to spare before the next wave.

Unlike the vent-way before it, only the “Engineering”
cable is seen lining it, of which carries another single
burst of electricity as the wave completes its cycle.

Continuing on for several meters, it eventually
comes to another dead end, though rather than turn into

yet another vertical shaft, you locate only a grating
up above that leads into a new, proper space.

Not completely flush with its frame due to the Engineering cable
passing through it, it’s obvious this is the only direction the Ensign

could have gone, and you promptly make your way over to it.

Though you could just forcefully push it away
via a good blast from your telekinesis, you decide
to again go with a more cautious approach and

gently slide it to the side with your hands.

Creating an opening just wide enough for you to climb
out through, you continue to be delicate as you slowly
pull yourself up onto the floor above, and while getting

back onto your feet, observe another amazing display of
electrical arcing going on up ahead in what looks to be
a control space filled with numerous kinds of machinery
and wires that stretch upwards to a bright/pulsing light

somewhere overhead that is out of sight
from your current vantage point.

And in the middle of it all, Ensign Adams, his
gaze fixated on the machinery, and once again

unsuspecting of your presence.

“Eleanor”
(As you begin to move towards the
space, she teleports in, just ahead)

(While outstretching arms to her sides)
“Nothing like a second chance (slight smirk).”

(Teleports away)



Closing in on the control area step by cautious step, you
observe the Ensign continue to be unaware as he tends to

the multitude of consoles that surround him.

Also fully illuminated this time around, you find Adams is of Caucasian ethnicity
and in the early 30's age range, with his uniform scuffed up, dirtied, and rolled up

slightly along the sleeves, like any good engineer of a ship.

Now only a dozen meters away, Adams continues to make rounds in a
manner akin to a worker bee, and as the upper area the cables are stretching

towards begins to come into view, you figure whatever the Ensign is doing
here is in connection to whatever is going on up top (Note: More dialogue,

similar to what was uttered before, can be just barely heard during this time).

Containing the Engineering cable as well, you start to
take the first few good looks at what exactly they are feeding into,

only to find the densest cluster of arcs you’ve observed thus far encasing
the area, followed by another lonely arc racing down one of the lines.

Being one of the severed cables, the electricity then sparks upon
reaching its end, grabbing Adams’ attention soon thereafter.

Stopping dead in his tracks, with you doing the same, Adams only
slightly turns his head upwards to take note of the spark, all the

while keeping his back turned to you.

Adams
“(Becomes aware of what’s going on) Hm.”

(Short pause)
(Note: The player can do whatever during this time)

(With his back still turned, quickly gestures his right hand towards a nearby table, with his
left hand being seen holstering a Master Blaster that begins to charge with electricity)

Again presented with a fight or flight situation, you react more instinctively this time
around and before Adams can execute his actions any further, proceed to ice him,

followed quickly by a burst of focused fire, shattering his frozen corpse into a
thousand pieces that spill out all across the floor (Note: All player choice).

(Short pause as the pieces settle)

“Eleanor”
“(Elongated pleased sigh)”

(Teleports in next to the largest clump of remains)
“Yes... very good.”

(Steps around the remains)
“And a 1-2 even (dynamic dialogue if the player does a combo), (looks towards you)...”

“Consider me impressed.”

(Short pause as she turns her
attention back to the remains)

“Now, to lay claim to prizes left behind... (chuckles) of what remains that is...”
(Teleports away while still looking

over the shattered remains)



C O R E
C O N T R O LA C C E S S

Mor
“(Audible breathing that quickly dies down)”

“(Softly) No...”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“No?”

Mor
“Just a child...”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports in ahead)

“(Flustered) Then it was self defense.
An obstacle in your way... like in Persephone.”

“Call it whatever you want, again...“

(Starts to walk away)

”And leave what little joy that was there, for me.”
(Teleports away)

Left with nothing but the now slowly melting icy
fragments of Adams, you begin to investigate for

possible items of interest.

Near one of the larger clusters of his remains,
you find a keycard with the following label, in
what must have been what he was gesturing
towards just before you encased him in ice.

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

(As you obtain the keycard and also notice
a lift that leads up to the upper area)

“You see...”

“...Such things are rarely ever in vain.”

(Note: If the player decides to do nothing again, Adams
will eventually escape via the lift, locking if off, thus forcing the

player to take a longer route to the upper core control area)



Max

Low

Remaining mute, due to what you’ve done, you take
note of the lift one more time, though before moving
towards it, decide to take a survey of the room first.

You observe the following (not a complete list):
(Note: Had Adams been allowed to escape, Mor would

make comments to what she observes in the space,
rather than just “Eleanor” in this case)

Following the Engineering cable, you also discover a
cluster of thinner wires wound around it, of which branch

off to several of the consoles around the space, and though
most display information of little interest, the one closest to

the lift is shown displaying what looks to be vital signs.

Also at this time you start to realize most of the
devices you can see have been crudely brought
in and are not native to the space, just like the

re-lining of the cables.

Moving to one of the tables, you then locate a
plethora of documents scattered about, all pertaining to both

the mental and physical health of one, “Lancet Forge.”

Continuing to observe the documents, “Eleanor,”
then makes a further observation:

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“Lancet Forge, Head Engineer Officer...”

“...Hm, an EO.”

“So at last, a name for the one who supposedly knows best.”



On another table, you find a schematic of the Edictal,
one that outlines in full detail the miles upon miles worth

of wire work that stretch out all across the ship.  And drawn
over it, what appears to be the crude reworking that is going on.

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“A bit busy for just one bee...”

Locating one other cluster of tables, you find even more documentation, this time in the form
of freehand notes and sketches, ranging from brain wave patterns of Officer Forge, and images

of an apparatus that seem to be of a heavily modified “Upload” chair (looks like the one seen during
the ending of the main game, only with several more pieces of equipment/wires attached to it).

“Eleanor”
“An Uploader?... Oh... Oh, but of course.”

Making your way over to the outer extremities of the area,
you pass by another cluster of consoles and find an unobstructed
doorway that leads out, with one of its sliding doors partially still

sticking out and bearing the label: “Ring A - Upper Core.”

“Eleanor”
(If/once close enough to the door, and only said if enough items are observed)

“Would appear obvious we are in the midst of an experiment...”

However, upon getting within a few meters of it, a violent
pulse is felt erupting from the core, and though you see the

strings of electricity from up above only race down along
the outer walls, upon reaching your location, they quickly
create another web cluster, making the door impassible.

“Eleanor”
“His eyes, once again, outside looking in.”

(Short pause as the vibrations/noises calm down completely)

(Teleports in next to the lift, leaning/resting against the wall at a slight angle)
(Distant)

“I would be disappointed in your delay...”

“...but then what would be left for the good doctor.”
(Note: This is a reference to BioShock 2’s Dr. Gilbert Alexander)

(Teleports away)
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Continuing to be verbally reserved, you at
last make your way over to the lift, and upon
stepping inside its exposed structure, insert

the keycard into the control console.

Observing a short pause as nothing happens, the
small display just above the console finally begins to

show activity as it types out ACCESS GRANTED,
followed by the lift itself jolting upward.

A slow accession at first, you slowly pick up
speed over the next handful of seconds, and upon

reaching a steady pace, begin to look out over
the surrounding upper structure that passes by.

(Slower/somber version of the environment’s musical theme plays)

Composed of a mesh of wires, pipes, and jumping arcs that are
extending down from the upper area, you find little new to see
until a noticeable gash, roughly 6 stories up, comes into view.

About a meter deep into the mesh, you observe
jagged metal structural elements emerging out of it,

along with more severed/sparking wires.

And embedded within all of it, just barely observable
upon each spark, the charred remains of what must of

been another crew member, their burnt blackened
hand just hanging out over the edge.

Being worthy of breaking your silence, your attention is then
abruptly altered the very next moment when you hear the lift
console give off a modestly loud beep, and as you turn back

towards it, observe the following being typed
out across its display:



The next moment, vibrations again emanate from
the core, followed by more arcs racing down the

mesh, in addition to a sizable cluster crashing into
the lift itself, causing it to suddenly come to a stop.

Managing to keep your balance, you also observe
the display briefly flicker, then completely shut down,

along with the rest of the lift.

(Short pause as things calm back
down and the lift is fully disabled)

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“Hmm...”
“Mixed signals, this one...”

Mor
“Then it would seem we’ve got something in common...”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“Ah, back at last.”
“And no less testy.”

(Short pause as teleport sounds are heard)
(From up above)

“Although...”
(You look up and see her couched down on top
of the lift’s roof structure, which is also exposed)

(Turns her gaze upwards towards the pulsing upper area)
“...I’d reserve judgment till all is said and done.”

(Teleports away)

Left looking through the exposed roof of the lift, you see
the upper area, of which has only increased its amount of
arcs that are clustered around it, is now only a few stories

away, with the mesh structure presenting numerous latching
on points in between in the form of damaged structural

elements, newly formed by the recent pulse.

Of course, in wanting to be thorough, you decide to give the
lift’s control panel a good shock of your own.  Though, in the

moments that follow as the strings of energy seep into its
circuits, you are presented with only the panel bursting
apart and the lift jolting downward slightly in response.

Eleanor
(Disembodied)

(Only said if the player tries to shock the control panel)
“Always with the easiest path, huh?”



Turning your attention back upwards, you eye the nearest damaged mesh area, and after
roughly gaging the pattern of the arcs stretching down from above, make your first leap.

Like the vertical shaft before it, you continue to make leaps while making sure to stay
clear of the arcs, in addition to making use of your freezing ability when/if need be.

Getting closer to the upper cluster with every jump, the arcs around you increase exponentially,
and as you at last close in on the final leap to what you presume to be the floor structure of the

control level, you focus for maximum precision.

Taking the final leap a moment later, you only manage to get half way to the ledge before
the core begins to vibrate once more, and in the flurry of arcs that pulse towards you in

its wake, you are forced to think fast and initiate a teleport.

(Note: The pulse is not triggered by taking the final leap, with
this instance being what would happen if it went off mid-jump)

Just barely able to target the floor above, you get
a successful lock on, and right before colliding into the

newest wave of electricity, you transport to the other side.

Mor
(Camera tilts down towards floor)

(Exits teleport animation, gets back to feet)
(Sounds of the vibrations and wave of

electricity fade off down below)
(Teleport sound is heard off in the distance)

(Camera tilts back forward)

“Eleanor”
(Seen standing a few meters ahead, hands on hips, looking

towards the environment that lies before the two of you)

Still getting up, you see the setting before you is mostly just a bright mass of light, with
what little of the actually core structure extending out from it overhead and to the sides.

A second later, another pulse rings out, with the mass ahead being seen as its source.

“Eleanor”
(Turns back slightly)

(As Mor finishes getting back to her feet, she can also be seen bracing somewhat
in response to the pulse, with “Eleanor” of course being seen as unaffected)

“Well look at that, you made it.  But know this...”
(Teleports away)

(Disembodied, and as player control is restored)
“There be no place for butterflies here.”



Beginning your approach towards the
source of the light, your eyes do their best

to adjust, but in the end, only vague shapes of
the inner core structure are slowly revealed to

you upon every step you take (Note: The source
in the core is always a sizable bright spot).

Now nearly enveloped by the light yourself,
the cage like set up of the inner core starts to

come into view as a dull blur among the countless
arcs of intense electricity, with one arc seen
outstretching towards you moments later.

Coming into contact with the floor a meter or so
ahead, you figure it to merely be coincidental at first,

until it begins to follow your every movement thereafter.
It also performs another unique pulse, like those seen in
the concourse, though any groaning sounds are drowned

out by the overall chaos of surrounding core.

Though never directly coming into contact with you,
the arc does well to keep you from heading towards

any of the outer areas surrounding the inner core, and
as you continue to navigate the space, it slowly but
surely forces you closer to the source at the center.

Nearing what looks to be one of the outer
structure walls of the inner core in due time,

the arc that’s been following you then splits into
many, blocking any retreat, and as you look ahead

towards your only available path of traversal,
watch as more arcs rise up off of the floor.

And within them, you see a massive
cluster of wires, of which is then positioned
just so to block your path to the source of

all the energy that lies directly ahead.



Though up above the ground just enough to
perhaps pass under, the inclusion of more arcs

seconds later make traversal forward impossible
without taking action, and with everything coming
to a pause moments later, you are left with only

the use of force as an option to progress.

Thinking less aggressive from the start,
you attempt to again freeze the environment

around you in order to perhaps stem the flow of
electricity, however try as you might, the sheer
amount of energy flowing through the space

causes each glob of ice you try to form
to melt well before ever coming into

contact with a nearby surface.

(Note: Due to the overall chaos of
the scene, no dialogue is spoken)

Throwing pacifism out the door in response,
you then turn to all out cutting your way through,
and upon charging up a modest amount of heat
energy, proceed to direct a full blast towards the

wires that stand in your way.

Giving nearly no resistance, the cluster of
wires sever in two a split second later,
followed by all of the electricity in the

space flickering away just as fast.

And as the light that was generated by the energy
also vanishes, in addition to all of the chaotic sounds,

you are left with only the sight of what truly resides
within the inner core ahead of you.

That being the heavily modified Uploader apparatus,
and lying within it, the just as heavily modified and mutilated
body of who could only be Engineer Officer Lancet Forge.



Also surrounded by numerous pools of blood and more equipment
similar to those in the lower area, the entire space soon reverts
to near absolute silence as the core, of which can now be seen

extending down below via glass panels in the floor structure,
returns to a more normal state (Central spire has a dull glow,

with way fewer arcs extending out from it, and all only 
happening down below).

(Note: Only the very dull vibrations from the more stable
core below produce the ambiance for the space)

Mor
(Once the player takes a few steps towards the Uploader,

and only said if player observes the prior documents)
“(Softly) Forge...”

Now approaching the modified Uploader, what remains of Forge
continues to be unresponsive to your presence, and as far as

you can observe, is just a corpse.  You even take note of
more displays to the sides that are displaying another

series of vital signs, now all flat lining.

Nevertheless, you press on, and upon getting
within a meter of the apparatus, begin to take

in the less than pleasing sight.

Not hooked into the machinery as one would
normally expect for the uploading process, you instead

find several tubes and wires protruding out from nearly every
area of Forge’s body, with each then connecting into
the Uploader’s head piece device at its outer end.

(Note: Think of someone completely hooked
up to the Matrix, though crudely)

Still observing the crude wire work that’s been done to the man, you see
no part is more worse off than the head, which consists of the highest density
of wires and a breathing tub extending out from what remains of the mouth,

leaving few facial features left to observe (severely bruised/swollen).

Still showing no activity, not even subtle breathing, you conclude nothing more
can be done here other than respectfully take a leave, and thus figure to make

your way over to one of the exit ways so as to at
last leave the block section.

However, just as you begin to do so, one of the vital sign monitors
is heard off in the distance giving off a single dull beep, followed by a

bulkhead grade door slamming shut each of the exit points, and another
nearby display, adjacent to the Uploader, typing out the following:

W19T



Taken back by what you observe on the displays, the room then seems to come back
to life as each piece of equipment begins to show activity, albeit only a fraction of what it

was like before you arrived.

Mor
(Once player interacts with the display that has the text)

“My god...”

(Short pause as the display continues to only show the text and Mor
turns her head slightly towards the corpse that remains lifeless looking)

While still looking upon the lifeless body,
the display then continues to type:

W19T

W1IT

WAIT

Mor
“(Softly) Wait...

”(Normal) Yes, yes, I’m here...”

(Modest pauses as odd sounds begin to come from the Uploader)

“L-Lancet?...”

A split second later, a sizable burst of arcs erupts forth from
the Uploader, causing you to stumble back slightly in response.

(Short pause as Mor recovers, now a few steps back from the display)

S15RR25

SORR25

SORRY

(Continues once/if player again interacts with the display)

CO14TRO12

CO14TROL

CONTROL

(Short pause)

4I66ICU12T

DI66ICU12T

DIFFICULT



Mor
“(Deep sigh) Yeah...”

“Forge” (Display)

17UE19TI1514S
17UESTI15NS
QUESTIONS

Mor
“Huh...”

“Besides from what I can gather...”
(Slight chuckle)

“...A few.”

(More odd sounds come from the Uploader,
causing Mor to slightly back away from the display,

but not leave the interaction lock)

(Sounds die down, with nothing else happening)

“Forge”
(”Eleanor” can be seen teleporting into the background)

(A doorway in the corridor ring that surrounds the control room
has a light go off above it, followed by it sliding open)

(Doorway briefly catches “Eleanor’s” attention)

AN1923E1819
ANSWE18S
ANSWERS

“Eleanor”
(Annoyed)

“(Softly, while slowly pacing around the corpse, observing it)”
“Like talking to a toaster...”

“Forge”

3A14 H512P
CA14 H5LP
CAN HELP

“Eleanor”
(Perks up from observing, teleports just behind the display)

(Leans up/over slightly against the display)
(Mor turns slightly to her now up close face)

“Though no less useful...”
(Teleports away)

“Forge”
(Mor turns back to display)

2U20
2UT
BUT



(Sparking sounds heard from behind)

Turning back you then see a handful of small arcs
slowly carrying a portion of the Uploader cables towards

you, in what looks like a struggling effort.

"Eleanor"
(Seen walking just behind the cables being dragged towards you)

"(Mocking) Oh dear..."

(Arcs spark away, dropping the cable
with a thud a meter before you)

"...more choices."
(Teleports away)

(Disembodied)
“So...”

“...What’ll it be?”

Presented with either preserving a possible
useful aid for what ever further challenges lie
ahead or ending what must be a miserable

existence, one only undertaken due to
devotion to service, you contemplate.

In this instance, you choose mercy, and
moments later, proceed to cut the cables with
another ray blast, with the display showing the
text going blank, the vital signs flat lining again,
the bulkhead doors over the exits sliding open,

and the rest of the equipment deactivating shortly
thereafter.  Like a heart taking its last beats.

(Note: The player just blasting the body would work as well,
of which can be done at anytime upon entering the room)

With the room returning to silence once more,
vibrations from the below core are all that remain,
and receiving no further commentary, you again
begin to move towards one of the exit doors...

...Only to again be greeted by yet another dull beep coming
from the display next to the Uploader moments later.



Nearly taking the sound as nothing more than other equipment
powering down, your curiosity causes you to turn back to the display.

(Note: The player can just as well continue on, with what is
about to happen occurring later on in a different location)

Now back at the display next to the Uploader, and what
for sure has to be the lifeless corpse of Officer Forge, you

observe a type icon blinking.

Unknown (Display)

Mor
(Hesitates, then interacts with the terminal)

Unknown
(After player interacts with the terminal)

HELLO AGAIN

Mor
“E... EVI?”

“EVI”

I’VE ASSUMED PARTIAL CONTROL OF THESE SYSTEMS
(”Eleanor” teleports into the background, arms crossed, walking toward you)

(Mor slightly turns head up again to notice “Eleanor,” then back towards the display)

“EVI”

ALONG WITH NEARLY EVERYTHING ELSE

Mor
“(Softly) Really... (Normal) Well good, that’s... good news.”

(Notices “Eleanor” giving a slightly puzzled face as she gets closer)

“EVI”

LOSING LANCET IS
(Short pause)

UNFORTUNATE

Mor
(Glances at the corpse)

“EVI”

THOUGH NECESSARY

(Short pause as you turn back to the display, while at the same time see
“Eleanor” give a slightly surprised expression in the form of raised eyebrows)

YOU ARE CERTAINLY SOMETHING
(Short pause)

MISS LAMB



(Tone shift musical cue)
(Display flickers, then powers off)

Mor
(Quickly steps back from the display)

“Eleanor”
(While still stepping back, is seen standing
in place, now in a pondering like stance)

“Oh...”
(Puts hands down)

“...Oh I like her.”
(Teleports away)

Mor
“Kain... but...”

“Eleanor”
(Once player starts to move again)

(Disembodied)
“Seems your little disguise is no
better than a glass facade, now.”

Mor
“B-but how?”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“So she has a name.  I mean... hell, she
was practically your confidant for a time, thus I’d

expect no less...”

(Teleport sounds heard in the distance)
(Now seen leaning against the nearest exit doorway)

“And besides, what is a name, if not
a disguise of ones true self.”

(Teleports away)

(Disembodied)
“Teach them all what no data
point or pep talk ever could.



Mor
“(Subtle grunt)...”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“But of course, seek your... answers, first...”

(Short pause as you continue to move
towards one of the exit doorways)

“...For I can only prepare to relish in what you find.”

Now passing through one of the exit doorways,
you leave the dormant remains of both the inner
core control room and Officer Forge behind as

you approach the lonely passage that was
opened up to you by the late EO.

Though consisting of other doorways throughout the
rest of the walkway ring that encircles the control room,

only the opened passage is accessible due to the
presence of more bulkhead grade doors, and as

such, you promptly make your way over to it.

Also leaving behind the vibration sounds from the core itself, noises of the ship’s
structure groaning around you make a return, and as you look down the lengthy passage

that now lies before you, observe a walkway lined with several sizable glass panels on
both its right and left sides, allowing views to the greater space it crosses over.

Proceeding down the passage, you find what ever the space the walkway traversed
through is no longer visible, and instead contains only more networks of crudely laid and tangled wires,

all of which remain coursing with energy, despite what occurred in the control room.  Labels of other
critical areas of the ship are also observable across many of the wires.

Another dazzlingly display, the space remains eerily quite due to
the passage’s bulky construction and thickness of the glass, and as

you eventually reach its end, come to a t-junction, with the way to your
left leading into a stairwell and the right giving way to a closed double door.

Utilizing your Map Maestro, you see the stairwell eventually leads back to the Core’s entry
rotunda (allowing player to explore spaces that before were blocked by electrical arcs), with the

double door allowing access to another short passage that then leads into a sizable room (again,
the map only shows an empty volumetric wire frame).

Going with pure progression, you move towards the double doors, of which
you see also bears the following symbol (across both doors, at its center):



Forgoing just trying to push the doors open normally, you decided to blast your way through, and
as you watch your heat ability make short work of the doors via melting them away, you are
exposed to the short passage you saw on the map, and upon passing through the doors,

turn left to find the large space as well, of which you see is another lobby
(way on the right leads to another bulkhead sealed door).

In the shape of a rotunda, once again, you find
what looks to be a check in desk just ahead, at
the center of the space, and behind it, across a
large pillar that stretches all the way up to the
ceiling, two stories up, the following signage:

(Environment’s musical theme plays)

(Note: If the player kills Officer Forge before the official “prompt” from
him, the Stellarium will have to be accessed via a slightly longer path)

“Eleanor”
(Teleports into the check in desk area, while looking up at the sign)

“The Stellarium.  The consistency continues...”

Mor
“Cartographer of the stars...”

“Should have figured as much this is where Forge would send us...”

“Eleanor”
(Turns towards player’s location)

“Us? (Heard in distance if player moves behind the pillar)...”

(Teleports)

(Disembodied)
“(Slight chuckle) You flatter me.”

Though large in scale, only the pillar and check in desk occupy the
area, along with a massive mural of star fields, galaxies and other stellar
structures observable along the entire surface of the wall that circles the
room (lights inside the wall cause the stars to twinkle ever so slightly).

You also locate the only other doorway, embedded
on the opposite side of the pillar, at its base.



Another set of ordinary doors, you also locate a
label to the side which reads, “TO MAP ROOM,”
and after passing through, this time with reserve

in the form of opening the doors via the call button
just under the label, you step into a circular shaped
lift that is housed inside the pillar’s inner structure.

Pressing another button on the lift itself moments later,
you then begin to slowly rise (no jolt), and while in the
process, observe more murals that stretch across the

circle wall that surrounds the lift.

Interestingly enough, you find the painting to be
that of a journey, one that begins from the dark depths
of the ocean and primitive early sea life, followed by

said life migrating onto land, then to the air, and finally
into the heavens and stars above, with the “rings” of
Luna being the primary focus.  However, as the lift

continues to rise, nothing but empty blackness
becomes observable.

A few moments thereafter, you then feel/hear the lift
slow to a stop, and following a single chime, watch as

the exit doors slowly slide away.

Exposing you to a space twice as large as the lobby, and
with the pillar’s structure only going up as high as what is
needed for the lift to enter into it, you step out, and after
ascending a short curving staircase that heads up to the
top of the pillar itself, look out upon what is essentially

a massive planetarium observatory dome.

Though currently inactive, the sheer size of the room
is still awe-inspiring, and as you continue to look around,

you find a lonely console near the center
of the observation deck.

“Eleanor”
(After a few seconds of walking towards the console)

(Disembodied)
“Hm, nothing to see, but an eerie peace.  Yet peace nonetheless.”

Getting closer still to the console, its display then begins to light up,
followed by a type icon coming into few that proceeds to blink in place.

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“So the question is...”
(Teleports behind the console)

“...Is it best to know?”



Saying nothing in response, you approach the terminal, and as the
type icon continues to blink in place, begin to interact with it.

Mor
(Once player interacts with the terminal)

“(Tired) Right...”
(Camera tilts down towards the keyboard)

“Let’s try this...”
(Camera tilts back up to the display, while sounds of typing are heard)

Display (Typed out)

EXECUTE PROGRAM

(Short pause)
(Auto typed out in response, next line below)

“Eleanor”
(In the background, still behind the terminal)

“For once some common sense.”

Mor
(Camera slightly moves as she gestures to press the Y key)

Pressing the Y key, you observe another short pause
as the display remains the same, while at the same time

sounds of processing are heard coming from the terminal.

Mor
(Steps back from the terminal, giving control back to player)

Continuing on for a few more seconds, the sounds become
more intense and rapid, and upon reaching a peak they suddenly
go silent, followed by the display going blank a split second later.

“Eleanor”
(Steps back from the terminal, looks around)

“Hmm...”

(Short pause)

Beginning to think something went wrong, the entire dome shaped structure
then begins to groan as its machinery slowly roars to life for the very first time.
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Though unable to see anything move about
within the dome, other than an orb shaped device

rising out from the center of the observation platform,
the groaning noises continue to build, until they too
go silent all of a sudden, followed by the terminal

giving off a single dull beep and a flurry of light rays
bursting forth from the newly arisen center structure.

Continuing to pour out, the entire dome
soon becomes occupied with a near countless

number of bright specks, in what must be representative
of stars, and at its center, just above the projector, you
see a small triangle shaped symbol begin to manifest,

signifying the location of the Edictal no doubt.

Slowing to a stop in its expansion moments later,
the projection then appears to enter into an idle
animation, with the stars proceeding to gradually

orbit around the Edictal symbol.

“Eleanor”
(Teleports near to the Edictal triangle)

(Observes it for a brief moment)
(Observes nearby stars for a brief moment)

(Looks towards player)
“Now, isn’t this quite the conundrum.”

Mor
(Player still has control)

“(Softly) No...”
“(Normal) No, this... this has to be a mistake.”

“Eleanor”
(Starts to walk around the cluster of stars that surround the ship)

“Mistake?... (Gestures hands towards stars) Every thing's here, is it not? (slight smirk)”

Mor
“Yeah, of course, but...”

“Eleanor”
(Bigger smirk)

“Just not quite in the right space...”
(Teleports away)

(Disembodied)
(In a near whisper like voice)

“You’re getting warmer.”

A brief moment later, you then hear the terminal give off another dull
beep, followed by it’s display typing out the following (only thing on it):

ELE?



Mor
(Once close enough to read the text)

“(Softly) EVI...”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports behind the terminal)

(Slowly swipes hand across the upper surface of the display)
“Hmm... who’s to say anymore.”

(Slightly concerned face)

(Teleports away once player reaches the terminal)

Display

GREETINGS YET AGAIN

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“A promising start.”

Mor
“(Soft) Hmm...”

“EVI...”
(Short pause)

“EVI”

YES ELE?

Mor
“(Sighs)”

“What’s your status?”

“EVI”

AFRAID ONLY SLIGHTLY BETTER THAN BEFORE

(Teleport sound heard off in the distance)
(Short pause as the camera tilts up, allowing a brief glance at

“Eleanor” standing a few meters behind the terminal, hands crossed)

“Eleanor”
“(Slight head nod, with a hint of annoyance, signifying you continue)”

Mor
(Turns attention back down to the display)

“EVI”
(Already typed out)

I CAN HOWEVER MAKE FURTHER USE OF THIS SPACE



EVI (Display)
(After a short pause of reading the text already on the display)

SHALL I PROCEED?

Mor
“Yeah... Yeah, by all means.”

Observing a short pause, the terminal then begins to give off more processing sounds,
followed by another dull beep and everything returning to silence once again.

A split second thereafter, the projection of stars greatly expands, ultimately culminating with the entire
Milky Way Galaxy coming into view, its size taking up roughly 70 percent of the dome’s entire volume.

“Eleanor”
(Once the galaxy enters its slow idle rotation animation)

(Teleports in just ahead of the player’s location)
(Looking up at the projection)
“(Puts hands on hips) Huh...”

“Well we could’ve done that...”

Nearly interrupting her comment, the projection then manifests
a series of perpendicular lines that intersect upon the center

area of one of the galaxy’s spiral arms.

Mor
“(Softer) Tau Ceti, (Normal) of the Centauri sisters...”

”...Right where it should be...”

“Eleanor”
“But...”

Mor
“But, the star we currently orbit is certainly no G-type from what I could observe.”

(Note: This dialogue will change if the player never directly looks at the nearby star)

Just then, the terminal emits another dull beep, grabbing your attention.

EVI (Display)

AN O-TYPE SUPERGIANT

BY MY CALCULATIONS

“Eleanor”
(Once player is close enough to read the display)

“(Slight chuckle) Calculations...”

Mor
(To EVI)

“And you’re absolutely sure about that, along with the rest?”

EVI (Display)

I HAVE DETECTED NO FAULTS AS OF YET



“Eleanor”
(Off in the distance)

“Hm, speak for yourself.”

Mor
“Alright... then... then what of home.  The pings, were they ever sent?”

EVI

AS PER PROTOCOL QUANTUM PINGS WERE TRANSMITTED TO

EARTH AUTOMATICALLY IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE JUMP

(Short pause)

HOWEVER NO RETURN SIGNALS HAVE BEEN RECEIVED

“Eleanor”
(While player is still close enough to the terminal)

(Teleports in next to the player)
“Tread lightly on what you seek next.”

(Teleports away)

Mor
“EVI...”

(Short pause)

“Locate the Sol System.”

EVI

BEGINNING QUANTUM SCAN

Giving off more processing sounds, the projection then
begins to manifest another set of perpendicular lines, of

which proceed to intersect upon another star system
a few light years away from Tau Ceti.

Mor
“Enhance...”

(Projection goes from Galaxy scale to solar system scale)

Zooming in, you then hear the terminal give off odd sounds,
followed by the projection bringing up the Sol System.

And upon doing so, you are presented with
nothing but a few light rings of rocks and dust,

all orbiting around a lonely sun.



With the projection settling into another idle rotation animation, the locater
lines intersect upon where Earth should be, only to display nothing but

void space with the occasional field of dust and asteroid passing through
it.  A text overlay confirming no time abnormalities are detected, is also

shown (the star date, thus showing this is not the past).

“Eleanor”
(In the distance)
“And there it is...”

“...or lack thereof.”
(Teleports away)

(Modest pause)

(Disembodied)
“Oh, nothing to say?”

“Is the great Lamb stumped at last?”

“Or is it something else...”

“You were getting so close, yet
you continue to push away.”

“Accept it.”

“Accept that the universe is far stranger than even you.”

Mor
“(Very soft) Impossible...”

EVI
(Dull beep from terminal)

NO

(Once player is close enough to the terminal)

IMPROBABLE

NO STAR DATE

ABNORMALITIES DETECTED



EVI (Display)
(Continues)

DO YOU RECALL THE "WORLDS THEORY" OF 2012?

Mor
“(Softly) Worlds Theory...”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports into the background, starts to walk around, away from the player)

(In the distance)
“We are but just one of many...”

“...Such a silly concept, or so they chose to believe.”
(Short pause)

Mor
“(Slight chuckle) You mean the universally panned line of thinking?”

EVI

IGNORED WOULD BE A

MORE ACCURATE TERM

“Eleanor”
(In the distance/background, still walking around the projection)

“Ah, bliss, what comfort.”

Mor
“And that’s what you’re really suggesting happened here.”

EVI (Display)

GIVEN THE INFO

THERE CAN BE NO OTHER EXPLANATION

Mor
“(Sigh/Softly/Agreeing/Slightly nods head) No matter how improbable...”

EVI

ONE SO SMALL I AM UNABLE TO

CALCULATE SUCH A PERCENTAGE

IN MY CURRENT STATE

“Eleanor”
(Teleports in front of player’s view)

“And judging by your initial reaction... (slight smirk)”
”...I’m sure this is all going over just fine back home.”

(Teleports away)



(Short pause)

Mor
“Fine, so we’ve figured... where, we are, but then...”

“...then what of the crew, what of me and...”

(“Eleanor” teleports into frame, off in the distance,
her gaze directed towards the projection and not you)

“...and when I was knocked out.”

“What accounts for that?”

EVI (Display)

UNKNOWN

THOUGH I THEORIZE SUCH A SHIFT COULD

HAVE ADVERSE EFFECTS ON BIOLOGICAL

BASED BEINGS

“Eleanor”
(In the distance)

“Lucky us.”

Mor
“But no faults of your own, as you said, right?”

EVI

OTHER THAN BEING REMOVED

FROM CRITICAL SHIP FUNCTIONS

I AM, AS YOU WOULD SAY,

GOOD

“Eleanor”
(Starts walking towards the player)

“And why would our dearest Captain do such a thing?”

Mor
“And why do you suppose Kain would do that?”

EVI (Display)

I

(Short pause)

YOUR GUESS IS AS GOOD AS MINE



EVI (Display)

AND WITH THAT

WE SHOULD CONSIDER OUR TIME SHORT

(Unlocking sounds are heard somewhere
down below, near the lift)

CONTINUE ON

TO THE HANGER DECK

“Eleanor”
(Walks in close to player, stops, hands crossed)

“A kindly gesture, we presume.”

Mor
“Right... and I would think you can now explain

for what purpose, exactly?”

EVI (Display)

I COULD

THOUGH CONSIDERING THOSE ALSO LISTENING IN

BEST TO NOT

“Eleanor”
“Hm.”

(Teleports away)

EVI (Display)

BUT PLEASE

DO MAKE HASTE

(Short pause)

THAT IN MOTION MUST BE STOPPED

(Terminal makes odd sounds, screen flickers)

TERMINATING TRANSMISSION

(Projection flickers, then disappears)

(Display goes blank)



“Eleanor”
(Once environment grows quiet and dark)

(Teleports into player’s field of view, walks past, towards stairs)
“Nice of her to leave us with more questions than answers...”

(Teleport jumps to the top of the railing of the stairs, where she
proceeds to sit upon it as she waits for you)

(In the distance, as she continues to sit upon the railing)
”...no shortage of material to bicker over now.”

Going completely dormant, you find no further use for the Observatory,
and decide to continue your travels to the Hanger Deck per EVI’s request.

Mor
(Once close enough to “Eleanor,”
who is still sitting upon the railing)

“Her?...”

“Eleanor”
“Well... why not?  It’s a feminine acronym after all...”

”(Slightly gazes off) Among other things...”
(Gazes back towards you)

“Although, I’d be more interested in him...”

(Starts to slide down the railing)
(Getting more distant)

“The creator who knew.”

Sliding down the length of the railing and out of sight
as it rounds the curvature of the platform, you begin

to follow, though of course, upon reaching the lift area at
the bottom you find “Eleanor” has vanished as she’s done
so many times before (Note: If player follows more closely,

she’ll just teleport away while in view).

Still accessible, you at first find the lift to be the only way
out of the observatory, yet as you continue to look around in
an attempt to locate the source of the unlocking sound you
heard moments before, you discover a panel slightly tilting

upwards from the floor, in the small buffer area that separates
the external wall and the inner lift/pillar area (completely flush

and hidden when player first enters the observatory).

You also observe another oddity in the form of light steam
rising out from it, along with what seems to be several chunks of ice
built up all around its seal collar, now melting as it becomes exposed

to the much warmer atmosphere of the observatory.

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“(Slightly disappointed) However, for now, your attention seems needed elsewhere.”



Vaulting over the stair railing, you walk out
upon the mechanical textured floor space and as you

approach the hatch in question, proceed to physically open
it all the way via making use of your abnormal strength.

(Note: The player can also just use
telekinesis or blast/melt it away)

Slow at first due to the hatch being partially encased
in the ice, you soon jolt it free, though upon releasing it
from your grasp as you let it fall away, you take note of

just how cold the metal was as your palms are seen
rapidly shedding skin and regenerating new tissue

as they recover from moderate frostbite.

Mor
(While player is still allowed to move around, brings hands

into frame, and flexes them slightly after the new skin forms)
(Lowers hands out of frame)

Now accessible, you look down into the area the hatch
leads into, where you find even more ice coating every
surface of what must be another mechanical vent-way.

Showing little hesitation, you hastily decide to drop down into the passage (crouched),
yet in doing so are quickly overwhelmed by more extreme cold, more than what your
body can properly adapt to (field of view begins to be overtaken by frost like effects,

which in only a few seconds nearly obscures the entire screen).

Mor
(Slight grunting in response to the cold)

“Eleanor”
(Said if the player does nothing, as in use her fire abilities to melt the ice away)

(Disembodied)
“(Sighs)”

“A small leave and already you falter...”

A split second later, you then find your self engulfed in steam as your entire body begins
to erupt in flames (the frost around the field of view is replaced by fire like effects).

Ending just as abruptly moments later, the steam then begins to fade (puddles
all across the floor), but just before going away completely, out ahead, you observe

“Eleanor” also draped in flames crouch walk out of the cloud.

“Eleanor”
(Stops moving after getting within a half meter or so)

(While still on fire)
“Now I know you remember this one.”

(Teleports away)

(Note: If the player uses fire manually, causing “Eleanor”
to not intervene, this ability will be taught slightly later)



With the steam clearing away, only modest
ponds of water, droplets dripping down from the
overhead ceiling structure and fair temperatures
stand before you, with your newly acquired ability

making further patches of iced up areas of the
vent-way of little concern.

Continuing on, you are taken every direction,
both in the horizontal and vertical, all the while
noticing the ice build up around you appearing
to increase in severity the farther you traverse.

Eventually coming to an exit point, you observe
only darkness as the vent seems to open up to
a larger area.  However, as your eyes begin to

adjust, you soon discover large is to small a word.

Crawling out of the opening, you find a small
catwalk a few meters below, and upon dropping
down upon it, begin to take in the sight that now

lies before you.

At first appearing to stretch on towards nothing
but darkness no matter where you look, your
eyes continuing efforts to adjust soon reveal
the space to be a massive cavity that exists

between the interior of the ship and the
actually outer hull plating.

And as things get clearly still, you
locate several transit lines running the
length of it (not width), along with the
entire side opposite of your location,
in what is the hull plating itself, being

seen as encased in nothing but
several layers of even more ice.



“Eleanor”
(Teleports at the railing)

(While looking over it/downward)
“(Whistles)”

“Be lying if I said I wasn’t but a tad bit hopeful we’d
find our way to this little marvel of engineering.”

“Not too bad a way to get one’s precious junk literally around a ship.”

(You continue to look around, not saying anything in response)

“Eleanor”
(Turns towards player)

“(Mocking) Oh, oh I’m sorry, are we to be steered by concern yet again?”

Mor
“If I’m reading this right, I’d say.”

“Eleanor”
“Space is cold, or did you forget about that as well.”

Mor
“This close to a star?  In this kind of orbit?  (Slight chuckle)

”A roasting is more like it... however, if we’ve got this much ice on the starboard...”

“Eleanor”
“Then we’ve changed direction...”

(Slight structural moaning is heard in the background)

Mor
“(Softly/Somber) A free fall...”

(A faint buzzing sound is heard down below/in the distance to the left, gets louder over time)

“Eleanor”
“(Reciting) That in motion must be stopped...”

(Teleports away)

(Disembodied)
“Short on time indeed...”

(Buzzing gets louder, followed by a pulsing light
coming out from the distant darkness along one

of the transit lines, of which then gives way
to the sight of a lonely sphere, with no

window on its door, rushing past)

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“Might be a shame to fall
to further distractions.”



Fading off into the darkness opposite the direction
in which it entered in from, you figure that to be the
end, yet after observing only a few seconds as the

buzzing from the rushing sphere echoes away, several
more faint sounds of similar tone begin to ring out

from the darkness.

Getting just as loud as before, you then watch
numerous more sphere’s, also windowless, race
across each of the transit lines that pass through
the cavity, their numbers seemingly without end,

with only modest pauses between clusters.

Settling into a norm shortly thereafter, you then
finally begin to more greatly observe your surroundings,

and though you find the catwalk you currently reside upon
does appear to traverse the length of the cavity up ahead,

the continuing passage of the spheres soon becomes
too great of an interest for you to ignore.

Staying put, you let patience overcome you,
and after several more spheres pass by, you at last

take action, and with just the right aim, you actually manage
to strike the electromagnetic attachment point of one with
your freeze ability, causing it to suddenly come to a stop.
(Note: Other spheres behind it can be seen jumping/side

shifting to other tracks so as to avoid it).

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“Would you look at that, the huntress returns.”

Mor
“Hm.”

Now wanting to take hold of your ensnared prey,
you then proceed to carefully make your way over to

what’s still exposed of the catwalk on the hull side
of the cavity (leaps between lines since the cavity
is too wide for a single leap or teleport), and upon

doing so, make another leap atop
the captured sphere.

“Eleanor”
(Teleports atop the sphere before the player reaches it)

“I mean, its no live game, but... a moving target always beats a sitting duck.”
“(Once/If player gets atop the sphere) Though in the end...”

(Teleports away)

(Disembodied)
(Before you attempt to breach the sphere)

“They keep treasures just the same.”



UN PROPERTY
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Looking over the upper portion of the sphere, near the door
area, of which is only a faint seal outline, you prepare to breach

via a fiery display (brute physical strength can also be used).

Melting away a sizable hole shortly thereafter
you begin to observe the inner cabin, where you
find nothing but a collection of metal crates, all

bearing the Norm “N” insignia.

“Eleanor”
“May I suggest... (your vision slightly pulses)...

”...a peek from afar.”

With your vision pulsing ever so slightly, you begin
to see the exterior surfaces of the crates fade

away, exposing what lies inside them.  However,
as this goes on, you observe only blank voids
in what must be lead lined inner containers.

“Eleanor”
“Huh... well then.”

(X-ray ability now freely available to the player)

(If player interacts with one of the crates)
(While crate opening animation is playing)

“Straight forward it is then.”

(Note: The player can leave at anytime,
causing an appropriate “exit” dialogue exchange)

Opening one of the metal crates with ease, you
find the interior container to be of similar design, except
pitch black in color and locked via a padlock, and though
perhaps marking a dead end for anyone else, you make

short work of it via a precise hit from one of your
telekinesis boosted jabs.

Opening the inner container moments later, you then
find it gives way to yet another box, one far cruder in
wooden construction, worn down, and bearing the

following faded label across the top:



Mor
“(Softly) What the...”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports into player’s field of view, among the

crates, and while looking over the crate)
“Oh look...”

Mor
(At the same time slowly opens the crate,

exposing a mid-1960’s assault rifle)

“Eleanor”
“...Another impossibility.”

Mor
(Observes/briefly grasps the gun)

“Because it is.”

“Eleanor”
“Willing to be so sure again?”

Mor
“(Confident) Yes.”

(Puts gun back into the mold cushion that holds it)
(Quickly closes crate)

“Because I was there... remember?”

“Eleanor”
(Taps finger on head, then pulls it away)

“(Mocking) Ah, but of course.”
“Then in that case...”

(Teleports away)

(Disembodied)
“Seems your dear Maxson and his...

other close acquaintances, have more to
answer to than previously thought.”

Mor
(Player free to leave the cabin)

“(Softly) Alex...”
(Short pause)

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“Fail now, though, and you may
never know such things for sure.”



Not saying anything right away, you proceed
to exit the sphere, leaving its controversial cargo

behind, followed by leaping onto the nearby catwalk
that still has just enough of it extending out from the

wall of ice it is connected to.

Mor
(Upon leaving the sphere, whether that be leaping to the
catwalk, or proceeding to traverse one of the transit lines)
“I know what you’re doing, and as before, it won’t work.”

“Eleanor”
“Is that so...”

(Teleports onto the catwalk, just ahead, and if the player
is traversing on the lines, teleports onto a nearby one,

where she proceeds to traverse along side, slightly ahead)

Mor
“Divisive, vulgar... brutal...”

(”Eleanor” gives off a slight expression of displeasure)
“It’s all you are...”

“Eleanor”
(Slight smirk, and just about to say something in response)

Mor
“Everything I’ve learned to bury.”

“Eleanor”
(More energetic)

“And yet, time and time again...”
(Gestures hands, hand if on line, outwards)

”They just keep providing the shovels.”
(Slightly turns head towards the ice wall)

“Speaking of which...”
(Snaps figures)
(Teleports away)

(Vision begins to slightly pulse again)

“Such things may be in need.”

With the pulsing of your vision subsiding moments later, you then
see the ice wall, of which extends on in all directions across the
vertical plane, begin to give off numerous flares of heat energy.

Each, in time, forming into the vague shapes of people.



Arranged randomly and stacked 3 high in some places, their
numbers grow, ceasing only once extending beyond

the range of your optical enhancement.

Mor
“(Subtle gasp)”

Due to the opaque consistency of the ice, coupled with the fact
your normal optical enhancement has only the dim light generated
by the occasional passing sphere to work with, the bodies would

have otherwise gone unseen without the heat signatures.

Though even as they continue to appear, their
respected strengths proceed to wane before you.

Mor
“(Softly) Bloody hell...”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports in next to the ice wall, begins
to observe one of the heat signatures)

“Hmm, no doubt they’d settle for the same.”

Mor
“It’s...”

“Eleanor”
“Yeah, most at least... which then begs...”

(Subtle expression as something peaks her interest)
“Oh... (teleports while turning back)”

(Teleports near another signature, a half dozen rows down)
(Note: This area of interest is spawned in the ice depending on the player’s position, so even if they
jump down to a farther location from one of the lines, this sequence is still given a chance to occur)

(Observes)

“Whatta you know...”
(Turns to you)

(Waits)

Making your way over (player choice, who can still just continue on, with something akin to
“need to stop the ship from falling into the star” being said to justify leaving such things un-investigated),
you find the signature “Eleanor” is observing to be modestly brighter than the rest, with a smaller area,

near where the right hand would roughly be, having an even brighter glow, of which pulses slightly.

“Eleanor”
(Once close enough)

“Careful now.”

(Starts to walk away)
“(Mocking) Hate to see you make an even greater mess of things.”

(Teleports away)



S.O. JOHNSON

Deciding to act rather than react to the comment, you proceed to
make use of your heat ability, and upon positioning a single cluster of fire at

the base of the ice wall (a full on blast will create the “messy” result), you watch
as the ice slowly melts away, revealing the supposed body that lies inside

(Note: Player can deactivate the infrared enhancement at anytime).

Giving off a mixture of steam and water, the latter
being observed as refreezing shortly after splashing
against the catwalk structure as it again succumbs to

the area’s overall frigid temperatures, vagueness turns
to detail as the body gets closer to being freed.

Staying roughly in front of the melting, you see the
steam at last begin to subside, allowing you to get

your first glimpse of the crew member.

For starters you observe a feminine silhouette begin to show through the last
cloud of steam, followed by it passing away, giving way to the sight of a female
officer, black in ethnicity, with short cut silky hair, and appearing to be no older
than mid-30’s.  And as for her face, you find it locked into a surprised/caught

off guard expression, with the eyes closed, yet tensed up.

Clearing further still, and you locate her
name patch, which reads the following:

 Moving your gaze further down and you locate the
source of the brighter pulsing signature as being none other

than a modified Master Blaster, still active and fully charged to
fire, yet barely held in the officer’s hand.

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“An egghead with some ferocity, how very...”

Before being able to finish, the last of the ice encasing the officer melts
away, followed by her eyes suddenly opening as wide as possible.

Officer Johnson
“(Grunts/screams)”

(Thrusts right hand towards you)
(Fires blaster)

Happening faster than you can react, you see only a blur of red light flash across
your field of view, followed by you stumbling backwards and falling on to the floor

of the catwalk, all the while, grunting in pain, and as you bring your hand back
up from your lower waist shortly thereafter, find it to be covered in blood.



Now on your back, you continue to observe the blood, while in the background, watch
as Officer Johnson, still in a startled state, slowly break free from the rest of the ice.

“Eleanor”
(Off to the side, crosses arms, disappointed expression)

“(Finishes comment) ...unfortunate.”

Mor
(Grunts from pain)

Officer Johnson
(Staggers out from the ice, then cautiously begins to approach, with blaster still drawn and aimed at you)

(Steps in front of “Eleanor,” who can be heard teleporting away shortly thereafter)

“(Audible breathing)”
(Quickly looks around, then back to you)

Mor
(More soft grunts, slightly sits up, camera tilts down to

partially observe the blaster gash across her lower waist)
(The gash begins to regenerate)

(More grunts of slight pain, camera tilts back up towards Johnson)

Officer Johnson
(Eyes begin to open wider, takes a step back)

(Right hand holding the gun begins to slightly tremble)
(Somewhat recomposes, then re-gestures the blaster towards you while looking terrified at what she is seeing)

Mor
(Makes a stop gesture with her right hand)

“(Soft/Out of breath) Wait...”
(One last soft grunt)

“...please...”
(Starts to slowly get back to her feet)

“Eleanor”
(While getting up)

(Disembodied)
“A favor to return, I’d say.”

(Short pause as you fully get back up and look upon
Johnson, who is still wide eyed and confused/terrified)

Mor
(Only said/done if the player does nothing after a few seconds)

“(Exhales, regains strength) There... see?...”
(Animation of Mor slowly stretching her hands towards

the blaster, followed by slowly lower it away is, played out)
“There we go... (starts to pull hands away)... good.”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports into the background, hands still crossed, followed by her attention being grabbed by something

behind her, of which then causes her to step back somewhat, as if afraid, then teleports away)



Officer Johnson
(Tilts head back up after watching you push the blaster down)

“D...Director Mor?”

(Player can now move freely again)

(Startled gasp)
“My god, I am so... so sorry... I just...

(Exhales)
“...I don’t know... but, w...”

“What the hell did I just see?”

Mor
“I could ask the same.”

Officer Johnson
“(More normal) You should be dead...”

(Sounds of a sphere traversing one of the lines, this time a bit louder than
normal, is heard approaching from the direction opposite of the others)

Officer Johnson
(Sound grabs her attention)

“(Softly, subtle gasp) Oh, no...”
(Brings blaster half way back up to a proper aim
as she turns towards the direction of the sound)

(”Eleanor” continues to remain absent)

Officer Johnson
(As the sound continues to get louder)

(While frantically changing the settings on the blaster)
“You need to leave...”

Mor
“W...”

(Light from the sphere approaching starts to shine,
of which is brighter than those before)

Officer Johnson
(Blaster begins to pulse erratically)
(Staggers slightly in response to it)

(Briefly turns to you)
“Now!...”

(Begins to fire at the metal floor beneath her)

(Note: This next sequence only occurs if the player doesn’t properly react)

In the half second to follow, you see the sphere quickly fly through the area,
of which is seen ejecting several more clusters of ice, like you saw before in

the sub-concourse, and upon crashing against the cat walk you reside
on, proceed to encase you in a flood of ice.



Completely consumed, your vision is
temporarily blinded, followed by it slowly returning,

exposing you to the sight of the transit lines and
more spheres passing by, though now all

distorted by several layers of ice.

(Note: Screen whites out just enough to reposition
the player to a desired location for the next sequence)

(Short pause as the camera remains still, vision
becomes more clear, and more blurs of spheres

are seen passing by, their sounds muffled)

Stuck in place, the edges of your vision then
begin to once again be overtaken by frost as your body
temperature plummets, all the while directly ahead, just
beyond the ice you’ve been encased in, a figure slowly

walks into frame from the right.

Mor
(Vision clears just enough to see the figure is “Eleanor”)

(Frost effect intensifies)

“Eleanor”
(While becoming harder to see)

(Stops once getting directly in front)

(Short pause)

(Puts hands on hips)

(Short pause, allowing the player to use the full body heat blast ability)
(Note: If they don’t/if the ability hasn’t been demonstrated yet, “Eleanor” will auto do it herself)

Making use of your newly acquired ability, you immediately begin to see
results as your body temperature skyrockets, causing the ice around you

to rapidly melt away.

However, due to the sheer amount of ice, you don’t settle for a slow
thaw and quickly increase the heat, of which builds up within you,

until suddenly, it erupts forth in an explosion.

Turning the ice into a wall of steam and water a split second later,
you soon become free, and step out upon the catwalk.

Of course, while doing so, you also notice your efforts were more than enough to
melt away a good portion of the rest of the ice wall within the immediate area, and as you

continue to stand upon the catwalk, watch as many of the corpses of the crew slide past, with
the modest amount of water gushing down doing well to carry them over the walkway’s

edge, where one by one they vanish into the total darkness that lies below.



(Modest pause as the bodies continue to flow past, fall)

With the gushing water soon turning into a trickle, the last of the
bodies fall into what one could describe as a bottomless pit below,
leaving only steam clouds, already refreezing puddles, a modest

sized hole in the catwalk where Officer Johnson was last seen, and an
exposed section of the hull behind you (also starts to slowly refreeze).

(Note: If by either chance or choice, the player descends/falls down into
the pit below, they will automatically be teleported back up to the nearest

catwalk, with “Eleanor” making a short comment in response)

“Eleanor”
(Teleport sound can be heard out of view)

(Once player gets her within view)
(Puts hands on railing of catwalk,

looks down over the darkness below)

(Short pause)

(While still looking down)
“Sometimes... it is best to keep things simple...”

(Teleports away)

(Disembodied)
“Let’s get the fuck outta here.”

Still being buzzed by more passing spheres, its
unclear if that which has now dogged you twice will return,

and thus you promptly begin to plan your way forward.

Looking over your options, you find traversing the lines
to be the most efficient bet, and though what you’ve seen

thus far bodes poorly for the crew, you decide to keep
your thermal enhancement active during the journey, so

as to keep at eye out for anymore possible survivors.

Engaging with one of the transit lines moments later,
you also decide to make a comment towards your

recently awkward acting other self.

Mor
(After either engaging one of the lines, or walking down the catwalk for a few moments)

“How odd...”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“(Annoyed) Yes?...”

Mor
“You almost seemed to care...”



“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“(Slight chuckle)”

(Teleports onto a nearby line)

“Says the one who let yet another helping hand slip away.”

Mor
”Then we agree she did just that.”

“But again, you know what I meant...”
“What was th-”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports away)
(Disembodied)

(Interjects)
“(Agitated) Nothing.” 

(Short pause)

“And if things continue as such, you’ll be the same.”

Saying nothing more, you continue on across the transit line, of which leads you into nothing but more
darkness as your optical enhancement can only illuminate so far ahead.  You also make note of more

ice along the outer hull wall, though the presence of heat signatures within it ceases after only
a few moments, in addition to its thickness lessening.

After traversing for a good 30 seconds or so, you then begin to see several pulsing lights up ahead,
followed by the appearance of dozens of transit spheres bunched up together, all at a stand still.

Still closing in, the sight of another catwalk structure soon comes into view underneath them,
and seeing as it completely bridges the two sides of the cavity, you figure the

space to be a major loading/unloading zone of some kind.

Forced to come to a stop seconds later behind one of the spheres, you proceed to drop down to the
below cargo area, of which you now see also contains numerous more Norm labeled containers.

Nearly all opened/empty, you find little of interest at first glance, and though you do
locate an exit passage back into the ship’s interior off to your right, you also find nothing

but open transit lines and darkness between you and the stern section of the ship.

“Eleanor”
(Only done if the player stays in the cargo area long enough)

(Teleports in, starts to walk towards the stern side of the cargo area)
“Seems like clear sailing to me... (slightly annoyed/tired)... unless.”

Mor
(Said if the player stays away from the passage back into the interior)

“No... no, of course.”

Putting your goal of getting to the hanger decks first and foremost, you begin to move towards
re-engaging with one of the lines, though just before doing so, you hear audio sputtering begin to ring out.

Its source being your electronic pad.



Mor
(Camera slightly tilts, with player still able to move freely,

followed by the right hand coming up into view with the pad)

“Eleanor”
(Teleports away)

Bringing the pad into view, you soon awake it from sleep mode,
all the while still hearing the audio sputtering, and as the screen

flashes on, you find the same EVI server error message as before.

A second or so later, however, and the sputtering then begins to
become more structured, followed by it turning into what sounds like
speech patterns and the screen glitching out for a brief moment, then

generating an audio waveform overlay atop the error message.

Pad (Waveform)
“(Drawn out, static like) Wwaaitttt....”

“(Gets better) Wait...”

(Short pause)

“(Normal, with some slight static/distortion here and there from then on) Please...”

Becoming more clear, you then identify the
voice as that of Officer Johnson, at which time you
proceed to grasp the pad with both hands as your

interest increases dramatically.

Mor
(While the player is still able to move around, the

camera focuses on the pad in her hands)
“Officer Johnson.”

Officer Johnson (Pad Waveform)
“(Sigh of relief) Oh thank god...”

Mor
“Seems my assumption was well placed, then. Although, how are you?...”

Officer Johnson
(Interjects)

“(Slight chuckle)”
“They didn’t make me Science Officer for nothing.”

“And you can keep it at just Kathy by the way.”
“But enough of that...”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports into the background, walks by)

“Clearly.”

Kathy
“I reach out to you in request.”



Kathy (Pad)
(Continues)

“Though I know I have... little place to do so.”

“Eleanor”
(In the background)

(Arms crossed)
“Try no place.”

Kathy (Pad)
“Nonetheless... the crew, at least,

those still left...”

Mor
(If the player stays in the cargo area, with them

leaving causing a different exchange to take place)
“Go on...”

“Eleanor”
(If player has her in view)

(Drops arms down)
“(Sighs while walking away)”

(Teleports away moments later)

Kathy (Pad)
“Alright... right.  Well, judging by your location,
I have no doubt the cargo being moved has

conjured a question or two.”

Mor
“You mean the weapons, of which

now I presume each is nothing but?”

Kathy (Pad)
“(Tired) Yeah... (Alert) But believe me, I had no...”

Mor
(Interjects)

(Calm/Commanding)
“It’s all right Kathy, just tell me what they’re for.”

“What exactly is the Captain doing?”

Kathy (Pad)
“The Captain?...”

“Oh... oh no these aren’t of her doing.”

“But rather those who...”

(Deep sigh)

“...disagreed.”



“Eleanor”
(Teleports in front of player’s view)

(Intrigued expression)
(Slightly steps in)

“My, my, how the patient are rewarded.”
(Slight smirk)

Kathy (Pad)
(Continues)

“She just... kept secluding herself, the
consolidation being all that mattered.”

Mor
“Consolidation... you’re referring to the isolation of EVI?”

Kathy (Pad)
“It’s all she would dwell over, and thus of
course, leaving many to only question.”

Mor
“And what of you?”

Kathy (Pad)
“(Slight chuckle)”

“Questions of a lighter tone one could say.”
(Brief moment of heavier static over the audio and across the pad’s screen)

“(Soft) Dammit.”

“But still, I can’t bring myself to abandon
them, even after all they’ve done,

or what they could do next.”

(Static gets worse)
“So, please, I implore you to seek them out.”

“Perhaps a face such as yours is just
what’s needed to turn the tide.”

With the static peaking, the waveform vanishes
from the screen, leaving only the error message.

“Eleanor”
(While walking away from the player, and Mor slightly tilts pad down)

“(Upbeat) Seems the more things change...”
(At the same time, Mor begins to put pad away)

(Teleports away)

(Short pause as Mor finishes putting pad away)

Mor
“(Tired) ...The more they stay the same.”



Turning your attention back towards the passage
that leads into the ship’s interior, you manage only

a few steps before the abnormal transit sound
makes a return off in the distance.

Mor
“(Very subtle gasp)”

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

“Back for more it seems.”

Getting closer, you then observe an entire
array of spheres along one of the lines overhead

go cold as they cease in generating their respected
electromagnetic connection to the track, followed

by them crashing down upon the cargo area below.

Close enough to be a problem, you act quickly and manage to get clear
before being crushed by one.  Or in the case of several, avoid falling into
the depths below as the sheer weight of the spheres cause portions of

the cargo area platform to give way.

Getting completely clear moments later, the sound
only continues to get louder, and as it does, you

decide to stand your ground, rather than flee.

“Eleanor”
(Disembodied)

(As the light from the transit sphere approaching begins to be seen)
“So then... dear leader.”

(Transit sphere enters the cargo area, along the newly
cleared track, where it slows to a stop at its center, overhead)

“What’ll it be this time?”

Still choosing to stay put, albeit while taking a more strategic position
behind one of the clusters of containers, you watch as the sphere proceeds

to remain motionless a dozen or so meters ahead and overhead.

Continuing to do nothing, you then think of making a slow approach (or back off, player choice),
though after reaching 10 seconds of inertness, the sphere finally starts to show signs of life as

sounds of structural stress are heard coming from within, of which go silent seconds later.

A second or so after that, and the entire sphere then explodes, but rather
than be of fire and smoke, only a flurry of ice and frost are observed.



Reaching your location within a split second,
followed by the ice spreading out over most
of the rest of the cargo area, only the small

spaces immediately behind the cluster of crates
manage to stay clear, providing you with

safe haven during the event.

Settling moments later, you then begin to take another peak
towards the transit sphere, or rather, where it once was as

nothing but empty space and small fragments encased
in ice along the floor remain.  However, as you continue

to look upon the wintry devastation, you find no trace
of neither that, or who, caused the blast.

That is, until new sounds, of what appear to be that
heavy breathing, begin to be heard coming from one

of the larger frozen piles of sphere debris.

(Short pause as the breathing becomes quieter)

Unknown Male Voice
(Muffled, as if from inside a helmet, and with a hint of a British accent)

“(Ragged coughs)”
(Sounds of personal gear being adjusted)

“(Deep exhale)”
“(More of the breathing sound)”

(Modest breath cloud can be seen ascending from behind debris pile)

(Note: The player is free to approach or still flee during this time)

“(Soft) Tame...”
(More gear adjustment, more breathing)
“(Louder, with a bit of struggle) Tame...”

(Louder sounds of gear being adjusted, louder breathing)

“(Normal) Tame the flames...”
(Sounds of ice shattering, quieter breathing)

“...of lightest glow.”
 

(Sounds of a device warming up)
“...Keep them safe till last we find...”

(Struggle sound, as if lifting something, loudest breathe sound)
“...Our wayward home.”

The very next moment, you then observe a man, of bulky build
and donning a space grade exo suit, step out from behind the debris

pile, with what look to be heavily altered, ice charged Master Blasters in
both hands, of which proceed to give off a distinctive charging up

sound as they prepare to be fired.



Not one for chit chat, the man proceeds to unload his
blasters upon your position (if player is visible to him), and

though the crates offer some protection at first from the
onslaught of ice build up, you decide to make

a dash towards another nearby cluster.

Continuing to only blast towards where ever
you go, it becomes clear you’ll either have to
deal with the threat or somehow flee in a way

that denies a chance for pursuit.

Having to think fast, you go with the former.

However, not wanting to repeat choices of the
past, you make an attempt to only incapacitate,

rather than outright kill.

Still on the defensive, it isn’t long until you’ve
made a complete tour around the cargo area while
avoiding the ice blasts, of which are quickly making
getting around on foot more difficult, causing you to
make use of your teleport and the lines over head.

(Note: Heat blast can be used to just melt the ice,
though this would take time and could also accidentally

incinerate the attacker)

Completely changing the topography of the cargo area
in nearly no time at all, you finally choose to implement a
method of attack, and upon reaching an isolated pocket

boxed in by ice build up, you use your heat ability to break
free one of the more hefty crates.

Utilizing telekinesis directly after that, you then
lift the crate skyward, and following a short moment

needed for guided precision, thrust it towards the man,
who during this brief time had loss track of you due
to your rapid use of several teleports behind cover.

(Note: The player can just as well teleport directly behind the
man so as to then use a melee take down, if they so choose,
though due to his erratic blasting, this method would be more

difficult to execute)

Squarely slamming into the man’s helmet, a modestly loud ding
sound is heard, followed by him staggering, his blasters going silent,
and his bulky body falling to the ground with a thud moments later.



Cautiously approaching the man shortly
thereafter, you move in for an investigative look,
while at the same time, hear the familiar teleport

sound in the background.

Yet, as time passes and you look around,
you find “Eleanor” nowhere to be seen.

Mor
“(Subtle) Hmm-agh.”

(Vision pulses severely)
(Staggers, though player control
is never taken away completely)

Overcome by the worst vision pulse in quite some time you
nearly lose your balance, and as you struggle to remain
upright, hear distorted scream like sounds reverberate
all around you, intermixed with the faintest of groans.

Seconds later, everything then goes quite
and your vision returns to normal, in a

nearly instant recovery.

Mor
“(Audible breathing that soon dies down)”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports in directly ahead of player, or as closely as possible)

(Flustered)
“Now that one hurt.”

Mor
“So... (audible inhale/exhale as she finishes recovering)...”

“That’s it, huh.”

“Eleanor”
“(Turns away/walks away)”

Mor
“You stand none at all for such things...”

(Short pause as “Eleanor” continues to move away)

“...But he will.”

“Eleanor”
(Stops moving, back still turned)

“Ha...”
(Teleports away)

(Disembodied)
“Take the look you so desperately desire and we’ll call it even.”



Turning your attention back to the still
motionless body of the exo suited man on the
floor, you begin to make closer observations.

Clearly looking to be only knocked out, as made evident
by his slow breathing, heat signature (if player uses it)

and off titled head in a sleep like position, you first
confirm the weapons he was wielding are in fact

heavily modified Master Blasters.

Consisting of crude external wiring and just as iffy
barrel attachments, you conclude the modifications

were made recently, rather than be part of some
special class of weaponry.  Though of course, once

again, you find many of the parts are salvaged
pieces from demilitarization era gear.

Mor
(If player inspects one of the blaster’s)

“More contraband...”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports into the background)

“Appears everyone’s been busy, during your little slumber.”
“Though, of course...”

(Teleports over to the head area of the body)
“Such is their nature.”

(Once player looks towards her direction/looks towards the man’s head area)
(Deadpan expression)

“You would know.”
(Teleports away)

Now looking over the body of the man himself, you find his space
grade exo suit to be in mostly pristine condition, aside from being
covered in numerous small patches of ice, and as you move to his
helmet, decide to make an attempt to remove it (all player choice).

Reaching towards the locking mechanism around the
neck, you pause just before making contact as you choose
to slightly warm up the palms and fingers of your hands this

time around, as a precaution, and after doing so, make
the gesture needed to free the helmet from the suit.

With the suit’s automation taking over a second
later, the helmet then uncouples from the neck piece,
followed by it popping free, allowing manual removal.

Hesitant at first, you then begin to pull the helmet
completely away, and as you do, reveal the less

than appealing sight that lies inside.



Mor
(After removing the helmet and a small dense

breath cloud fades away over the face)
“(Sound of disgust)”

Completely exposing the man’s head, you
find the face of a 40 or so year old, with extremely

pale skin, shaved skull, and implant scarring all over.

“Eleanor”
(In the background)
“No length, too far.”

“No depth, too deep.”
“And no example... too redundant.”

Mor
(Still in an observation animation)

(Slightly moves head around in observation,
then begins to back away/stand back up)

“But hopefully, just before the brink.”
(Player control restored)

“Eleanor”
(In view ahead when control restored)

(Mocking version of Mor’s same statement earlier)
“So, that’s it, huh.”

Mor
“At worst, a headache when he wakes.”

“And minus the helmet... better off.”

“Eleanor”
“(Sighs)”

“An optimist to the ends...”
(Teleports)

(Disembodied)
“Were only permanence a consequence.”

Left be with the still unconscious man by your side, you
again set your sights onto the passage that leads back
into the interior of the ship, all the while keeping what
the rest of the crew may have in store on your mind.

(Note: The player can still kill the man,
causing “Eleanor” to respond in kind)



I’LL

GET THE

DOOR

Reaching the opening to the passage, you see it to be an inlet to another narrow area
that runs parallel to the hull buffer zone, and upon reaching it, find a small security center

to your left, and the actual entry door back into the interior slightly off to your right.

Of which, however, is currently sealed via the largest bulkhead doors you’ve encountered yet.

Mor
“Great...”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports next to the base of the bulkhead doors)

(While looking up at it)
“Whelp... (puts hands on hips)”

(Turns back towards you)
“Back onwards to sanity it is then...”

Mor
“Wait...”

“Eleanor”
(Drops hands from hips)

“You’re right, the passion was there, new play things
to toil with, but believe me... (slight chuckles)”

(Looks back towards the door)
“You ain't getting past this without confronting the void’s ever so... fair embrace first.”

“Whether it be on your terms, or not.”

(Keeps looking over the door)

Not giving up so easily, you decide to take a survey of the adjacent
security center, and upon entering it, begin to take stock.

“Eleanor”
(In the distance, still at the door)

“Oh sure, take all the precious time we’ve got.”

Like nearly environment before it, the space is sterile/pristine and devoid of any
prior use, in addition to each of the control panels and the wall of terminal

displays being inactive and without power.

Seeming more and more like a true dead end, you near caving, though just
as you think of turning back to the cargo area, you hear the electronics give

off a wave of buzzing, followed by the control panels lighting up and
the displays turning on to static.

Seconds thereafter, and the static then gives way to a series of words,
with the array of displays coming together to form the following:



CL_CTRL/B_LV/OVERRIDE/EXE

ACCESS DENIED

Flicker on for a few more seconds, you then
hear the bulkhead doors groan, off in the distance,
followed by them slowly sliding apart and “Eleanor”

being seen slightly stepping back from
them in surprise.

However, upon separating no more than a
meter apart, the doors then suddenly grind to a
halt, while at the same time, the entire security

center goes silent before you, with one of
the last terminal displays to deactivate
showing the following text command.

(If noticed by the player, as it only shows for a split second)

“Eleanor”
(Once you leave the security center)

(Still near the door)
(Crosses arms)

“Hm.”

“Guess only one thing is to be asked, really...”
(Uncrosses arms, turns towards you)

Mor
“Oh, yeah?”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports away)
(Disembodied)

“Who’s to say what really opened the way.”

Now with nothing standing in your path back into the
ship’s interior, you move towards the small gap between

the bulkhead door’s, and as you peer through it,
find only a mask of complete darkness.



Stepping into the darkness, you are soon enveloped, and with the dim light of
the outer area doing little to speed up your optical enhancement ability,

your “benefactor” once again takes matters into their own hands.

“Eleanor”
(As the optical enhancement is seen brightening

the area ahead at a very slow pace)
“(Elongated) I (Normal) think I’ve had my

fill of this whole adjustment slog...”
(Sound of two claps)

Immediately upon hearing the claps, you watch as your
eyes then rapidly increase the brightness level of the space,
and as the area ahead becomes illuminated, are greeted by

a wall that splits the space into another t-junction.

And along the wall itself, near the center, the slumped over
remains of another crew member, also comes into view.

Mor
“(Startled gasp)”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports ahead, next to the body,

if the player sticks around to investigate)
(Briefly turns to you to comment on your reaction)

“Really? Still?”
(Turns attention back to the body)

Getting closer, you begin to investigate further and find the body to
be that of a 30’s or so male of Arabic looking descent, with several

bullet grade wounds across his upper torso.

“Eleanor”
(Once/If close enough)

(Observes name patch, then begins to walk around the body)
“What do we have here... A Commander?... one U. Zikri.  What a shame.”

(If you continue to observe, with leaving right away causing a quicker end to the exchange)
(Steps away from observing, looks towards you)

“A familiar face for a change?...”

Mor
(Short pause, or once you move away)

“(Somber) No.”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports away)
(Disembodied)

“Right, silly me.”

(Short pause)

“Why waste time on the grunts, when the higher ups will do.”



Mor
“Now that is a lie too far, even for you.”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports in ahead, walks in step with you, backwards if at walking speed)

“Is it?  Oh, sure, at first... shake a hand here, feed a town there, kissed
the babies even.  A true miracle worker many of the backwaters saw...”

“(Tone change) But when the greater world came knocking,
when you sought out the big fish, you could only watch as
(extends arms out/upwards) it slipped from your grasp.”

(Turns away from you)

“For such tactics had become fruitless...”

(More sputtering sounds begin to come from the communicator pad)

(Teleports away)

Mor
“Kathy...”

Reacting nearly instantly, you move to grab the pad, and as you bring it into view,
see the screen flicker once again, followed by it generating another waveform.

Becoming more structured at the same time, Kathy’s
voice begins to come through moments later.

Kathy (Pad)
“(Sputtering)... M...”

“(Distorted, with some synthesizer like sounds mixed in for a split second) Mor...”
“(Becoming clear) Miss Mor?...”

“(Normal, distressed) Are you there Director Mor?...”

Mor
(Note: Pad positioned near lower half of screen, allowing

player to see ahead so they can still move around)
“(Urgent) I’m here... (Calmer) I’m here.”

Kathy (Pad)
“Mor, (odd pulsing sound heard off in the distance)

(speech becomes distorted again) I’ve made a terrible mistake,
you need to (severe) ge.. get... ou... (audio returns to inaudible sputtering).”

Becoming completely inaudible, the waveform on the pad is then seen flickering
away, followed by the pulsing in the background peaking, then cutting to silence.

And a few moments after that, you hear a loud grinding sound, of which you quickly
see (if still near by) to be the bulkhead doors you just came in through closing up.

(Note: This only occurs once it’s impossible for the player to get back to the doors in time)



“Eleanor”
(Once the echoes from the bulkheads closing fades off into the distance)

(Teleports in ahead, turns towards direction of doors)
“Now that... was careless, even for you.”

Mor
“Then we’re committed.  We find the others.”

“Eleanor”
(Slight chuckle)

(Turns away, starts to walk away)
“What’s left of them at this rate... or this apparent, mistake, first.”

“But hey, those are yours to make I suppose.”
(Keeps walking away, but stays manifested)

Now forced to keep pushing onwards back into the ship’s interior, the dimness of the
t-junction space lingers well into the passage it eventually gives way to beyond it, though

as you look down towards its terminating end roughly 50 meters ahead, you find signs
of artificial light coming through a series of more glass double doors.

However, as empty and bland the passage may appear
at first, your eagerness to pay attention to the minor spaces

to its sides gives way to yet another corpse of a crew member,
this time of a female, with a name patch reading, “Lt. Ross.”

Mor
“Another one...”

“Eleanor”
“Case and point.”

Caucasian in ethnicity, late 20’s or so in age, and also riddled with just as
many bullet wounds all across her torso (laying on back, head turned to the side),
their end appears to have been just as violent as that of the earlier commander.

Mor
“A lieutenant...”

“Eleanor”
“And riddled just the same, albeit a few pegs down...”

Mor
“Hmm...”

Unable to do anything for either crew members (though perhaps, a more deviant player
might be interested to see what a few jolts of electricity may reveal, say perhaps a split second
reenactment of their final moments via their nervous systems twitching in response), you move

on towards the glass double doors, of which you now see lead out to what looks to be the
upper level to another section of the grand concourse (Note: looking over the Map Maestro

wire frame would of course reveal this ahead of time).



Reaching the glass double doors, you see the concourse, at least the upper area,
appears to be in the same state as those before it, minus the electrical arcs and

being smaller still, due to being closer to the stern.

However, upon passing into the balcony level itself and observing
the greater extent below, you observe a more dire sight.

Also criss crossed by more transit lines, several are either severely damaged or missing entire
sections of track, while along the ground level, you find a plethora of derailed spheres.

And scattered in between them, the sight of numerous small piles of dust
like materials, each no farther than a meter or so from a nearby sphere’s door.

Mor
“(Audible inhale/exhale in response to observing the sight)”

“Eleanor”
(Walks in from the side, no teleport sound, looks over the balcony railing, down over the sight)

(Not mocking, but not really sympathetic either)
“Yeah, what really is left to be said.”

Looking to be no more than a graveyard, you figure to just
keep pushing on to the hanger decks, now only a little ways beyond

the next block section that you can observe to your left.

But upon getting just a few steps under your feet, you hear more clattering
off in the far distance, high up above, among the highest balcony levels on

the opposite side of the concourse.

“Eleanor”
“(Intrigued) Oh...”

The next moment, a thin red beam of light, the very same that targeted your
sphere when you first descended towards the Metro, begins to scope across the

area, it’s terminating point gliding across the spheres below.

“Eleanor”
“...Looks like one would beg to differ.”

(Teleports away)

A second after that, and its sights are
quickly turned directly upon you.



Semi-blinding, you react out of instinct and manage to teleport a few meters away
before the blast that races down the laser sight slams into the balcony.

Of course, due to the immense power of the blast, the balcony quickly becomes structurally
compromised, with a good portion of the area you were just standing on collapsing

down onto the level below.

Not letting up, the laser sight then readjusts to your new location, and rather than continue to
rely on precision, you turn to pure speed and proceed to leap away to a much farther position.

Soon becoming a game of cat and mouse, the continuing blasts
do nothing short of catastrophic damage to the balconies you

keep leaping around on, and before long, find yourself
forced to the ground level, with few upper

areas to jump back to.

Though you mange to use the damaged spheres
for brief light cover, you know getting into the next

block section as soon as possible is in your best interest.
However, seeing as only wide open flooring exists between

the cluster of spheres and the base doorway, of which
is the only opening not bulkhead sealed (from this
vantage point at least), you figure you’ll have to
muster some kind of offensive effort to buy you

just enough time to make a run for it.

Going through a few more teleports between
spheres, you succeed in getting the laser sight to go back
into an alert phase, and upon it moving far enough away

from your location, you prepare to make your move.

“Eleanor”
(Teleports in a few meters away, exposed to the laser sight)

(Only said if player causes the alert phase)
“Such a buzz kill...”

(Turns towards the source of the laser sight)

“Hey!... (waves hands)... hey, over here!...”

(Short pause)

“(Sighs)”
“(Chuckles)”

(Right hand pulses with energy)
“I said... (growing in urge, while also thrusting hand outward)

“...over... here!”

At the same time you see “Eleanor” thrust her energy outward,
you then see a small burst of the same kind of energy burst out
from you, causing the nearby sphere to shake ever so slightly.



Mor
(Only said if player observes “Eleanor,”

rather than move away, right away)
“(Soft) Bitch...”

Quickly catching the attention of the attacker, the laser sight
soon takes aim upon your sphere, its light scattering all about

as it penetrates the fractured window door just above you.

Dashing away thereafter, you again just manage to dodge
the blast that has little trouble going straight through the

sphere, followed by it blowing apart and leaving a sizable
gash in the floor structure.

Not wanting to get caught into another chase, you
focus your attention towards the source of the laser,
and upon taking aim yourself, proceed to launch as

many clusters of ice as you can.

Attempting another strategy to only incapacitate, you
continue to send clusters towards the high up location of
the attacker, only to see the laser sight then readjust its
aim upon each and blast them apart while still in mid-air.

Being an extremely sharp shooter, not one of the
clusters you send manage to hit their mark, and over the
next few moments, you become locked in a stalemate.

However, seeing as you can still move around while
firing, you make use of the advantage and slowly
begin to make your way over to the base doorway
to the block section, all the while making sure to
never let up in your efforts to give the attacker

something else to shoot at.

Getting within a handful of meters of the doorway, you near
time to at last relent in your assault.  Yet, just as you start to pass
into the short passage area that leads into the proper entry, you
feel another wave of uneasiness over come you, followed by the
ice energy being generated from your right firing hand suddenly

becoming heat energy, with the last shot you let forth being a
cluster of fire that then explodes outwards in all directions as
it too is taking out just before managing to directly make a hit.

Mor
(Once in the entry area, out of sight of the laser, with the
echoes of the explosion fading away in the background)

(Looks over her right hand, which is now pulsing bright red/steaming, of which begin to fade away)

“Eleanor”
(Teleports in a few meters up ahead in the entry area)

“(Giddy) Whew.. Now that, was fun...”



Mor
(Keeps right hand in frame as the redness and steam
completely fade away, followed by her making it into

a fist, of which gets tighter and tighter)

“Eleanor”
“There... that’s it... yet still, they’ve gotta run all over you

before putting up some kind of fight.”

“How little your surface self has become... but alas, (nods head) keep it up...”

(Teleports away)

(Disembodied)
“Roll the dice to the same vain ends, yet again.”

(Short pause)

Mor
(Slowly begins to unclench fist)

Keeping your temper, you stay silent and decide
to not return to the concourse in order to perhaps

finish the job (player choice).

Now focusing on the passage that lies ahead, you
manage a few steps down it before hearing more sounds come
from behind, this time in the form of glass shattering, with the
faintness and overall tune of it making it appear to be coming

from high above, perhaps from the attacker’s position.

However, as you take pause to listen in, once it fades away
off into the distance you hear no further such sounds, nor
observe any signs of activity in or around the entry area of
the passage.  Yet nonetheless, it does well to make you

want to put as much distance between you and the
concourse as soon as possible.

Though of course, this is easier said than done, as it isn’t
long before the forking passage, around another security station area,

leads you to another bulkhead grade door. Yet, as fortune would have it,
you find it to also be another that failed to completely close all the way

shut, with roughly a 6 inch gap being viewable on its right side
(it’s a single sliding door).

Unfortunately, upon approaching thereafter, you then watch as it
shutters to a complete seal, though rather than be a swift mechanical

motion, you would swear it appeared something, or someone external to
the door’s own system, had dragged it closed, in response to your presence.



“Concluded” in Chapter Three
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Mor
“(Softly) Oh no...”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports into player’s field of view)

“(Elongated) I’d hold onto something.”

Given no further time to react, the shuttering/groaning sounds reach the courtyard space,
followed by the faint sight of the overhead energy barrier keeping the atmosphere in place

flickering away as it is deactivated.

Instantly causing chaos, you and the crew are swept off your feet as the vacuum of space begins to
suck out everything not bolted to the ground, and though you make every attempt to grasp and
claw onto the floor, nothing prevents your ascension towards the cold grips of the void above.

(During this time, “Eleanor” can be seen standing firm as she watches
you pass by, arms crossed and with a stern expression)

Becoming a near silent scene shortly thereafter, you can only watch as a helpless victim as those
around you are more quickly affected by the event, and as you continue to climb in altitude, observe

struggle turn to an eerie peace as one by one each of the crew fall still to the overwhelming
onslaught that is space.

Turning more and more frail yourself, only you remain in the fight for survival as all others finally
go motionless, and though you attempt to use your telekinesis and teleport to somehow propel your

self back down, nothing of significance is achieved, followed by you then settling into a slow drift
as you begin to make your way past the upper areas of the surrounding Metro towers.

Looking to be at journey’s end, your eyes begin to flutter as your body starts to shut down, perhaps
for good this time, yet upon nearing one of the lower tower’s rooftops, you observe an object

then arise out from it, in what soon transforms into a turret like construct.

Barely managing to keep focus on the object, it then proceeds to fire off one single round
of blaster fire downwards towards your location, and though it does a fair amount of damage
to your upper right leg, it does well to change your momentum.  And not a moment too soon

as you then observe the rest of the crew drifting on up ahead of you become exposed to
the light of the nearby star, of which incinerates them nearly instantly.

Slamming onto the flooring of the courtyard space seconds later, you bounce right back up upon making contact.
However, this is then followed by the return of the shuttering/groaning sounds (muffled) as well as gravity

shortly thereafter, causing you to again slam onto the floor.

Loosing your pad this time around, you see it slide a meter or so away from your position, of which
is on your stomach and pinned as your body has been all but crippled at this point, and as you continue

to stare upon the pad off in the distance (at a tilted angle), you hear it begin to sputter with audio once more.

Captain Kain
(Via Pad’s speakers in the distance)

“(Static at first) Interesting... (Clears) Very interesting... yet no less anticipated, as well.”

“In fact, even hoped.”

“And thus, here we are, as it should be.”

“Just you.”

“Me.

”And the machine.”

A second later, you at last succumb to your injuries and black out.

End of Chapter Two

Remaining in a crouched position, you continue to observe from afar as the soldier like being only proceeds to slowly
raise their head, with both of your gazes locking onto one another shortly thereafter (if the player does nothing in response).

“Eleanor”
(Teleports in just behind her, arms crossed)

(Slightly observes her, then looks back to you)
“Huh... imagine that...”

(Starts to walk around her)

Still exchanging glances, she then begins to rise to her feet, using her sizable, heavily modified, sniper caliber
blaster for leverage, and upon becoming fully upright, turns to Bermudez, of who then turns to you as

she puts things together in her head.

Ensign Bermudez
“Ah... would seem you two have met.”

(At the same time, the soldier can be seen moving on ahead of the pack, where she proceeds to take point)

Mor
“Crossed paths, is more like it...”

Ensign Bermudez
“My apologies then.  We needed an instrument of defense against those Kain would send, and though blunt,

(the sniper blaster makes a charge up sound in the background), Pav’s the best we have.  Though, oddly enough,
you’d never guess as much just a day’s time ago.”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports away)
(Disembodied)

“Yeah, yeah, spare me the diatribe.”

Now a good handful of meters out ahead, “Pav,” continues to scout the upper levels of the courtyard, via her
sniper scope, and though everything appears to be desolate up ahead, she never wavers from her assigned duty.

Seconds later however, and the feel of the environment then begins to change as sounds of shuttering/structural
groaning are heard far off in the distance behind your location, perhaps from another concourse.

This is then followed by your electronic pad emitting yet another round of audio sputtering.

Startling the crew members around you, while causing Pav to enter into a much more
intense looking state of alertness (more frantic motions as she looks around through her sniper

scope), you again quickly bring out the pad, of which starts to generate another waveform.

Pad Waveform
(Static filled that only slightly gets getter)

“M-  Mo... Mor!?”
“If you can hear me, you need to... (same shuttering/groaning sounds heard in the background) My god”

“(Yelled) N- (Cuts to static)

Mor
“Kathy?... Kathy!...”

Ensign Bermudez
“Kathy?”

Mor
“(Slight gasp) Science Officer Johnson... (sees Pad flicker to nothing but a type icon) we met... in...”

Pad
GET OUT OF THERE! (Flickers away)

(New type icon appears)
(Short pause)

NICE WORK

ELEANOR

Catching up with the crew moments later, you find Bermudez
near the front of the pack, next to another single door bulkhead,

and upon getting close, she moves to manually slide it open.

Ensign Bermudez
(Once player is close enough)

(Turns back to the crew behind her)
“Remember, no straying...”

(Turns back to the door)
“Not until home...”

Placing both hands upon the bulkhead door, she then
begins to exert herself with everything she’s got, even

going so far as to utilize what appears to be the
Armstrong Upgrade as small energy fluctuations

are seen coming from her palms.

Continuing for a good handful of seconds, the
door then finally begins to budge, and upon one

final exertion, she manages to create a
meter or so wide opening.

Large enough for the group to file through in
pairs of two, only a few moments go by until

you reach the opening yourself, at which
time you then observe Bermudez move to

take one last quick look for any stragglers in
the court, followed by her joining up with you.

Ensign Bermudez
(In passing, if player is nearby)

“Best to make this quick.”

With the two of you moving towards the front of the crew mass
shortly thereafter (or at least Bermudez), you then see Bermudez
take out a small device, in what looks to be some kind of crudely
constructed walkie-talkie.  You also observe the new surrounding
environment to be laid out similarly to the concourse, albeit much
smaller (quarter the size) and more intimate, akin to a multileveled
courtyard, yet still opening up to the sight of towering buildings to

the sides and the field of stars beyond.

Ensign Bermudez
(Into the walkie-talkie)

“Pav, Pav, Pav... we are homeward bound.”

Seconds later, you then hear clattering sounds coming from
high up above, along one of the upper balconies of the courtyard.

Going silent shortly thereafter, you then see the thin beam of red light return
as it shines down upon the floor a few meters ahead of the group, followed
by a figure, a woman by the looks of it, dressed in light tactical gear and a

helmet with a visor covering the eyes, jump down onto the very same location.

“Eleanor”
(Teleports in behind Bermudez)

(Intrigued expression)

Continuing to hold the gun out towards you, she awaits your response.

Mor
(If the player approaches Bermudez, with enough time passing
by/the player walking away enough, causing a refusal decision)

“I... I, ah... (slight chuckle) I’m no naval officer, you know...”

Ensign Bermudez
“No, but you and your... cargo, are what this was all about, (forces gun upon you,

which you take) and thus it falls to you to lead the way, now.  No doubt to the decks.”
(Turns to the surrounding crew members)

“(Louder) Lead all of us...”

“...Back home.”

As if triggered by the statement, each of the surrounding crew members begins to
slowly but surely disembark from their respected positions throughout the space,

followed by them making their way towards one of the exit doors opposite of
the one you came in from.

“Eleanor”
(Still behind Bermudez)

(With a smirk)
“Ripe for leading...”

(Teleports away)

Ensign Bermudez
(If player is still near her after the rest of the crew begins to move to the exit)

“Though not alone, of course.”
(Slight smirk, moves to join with the rest of the crew)

Now moving to the exit like a herd, you stay behind and take one last survey
of the court, as well as observe the remaining crew members who pass you by.

Yet, in all your searching you find nothing but new faces, and no signs of
Kathy, not even a corpse as you locate a nearby line of shrouded bodies,
each bearing either a ripped off name patch, or a written on name for the

“less complete” looking ones.

Mor
(If the shrouded bodies are observed)

“(Softly) “She’s not here...”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports in among the bodies)

“Hm... you almost seem disappointed.  (Looks down over the bodies)”
“Then again, who is to say these and the like aren’t the lucky ones.”

(Teleports away)

Ensign Bermudez
“Things seemed so simple at first.”

“The Captain... had to be dealt with...”

(Tends to a nearby crew member)

Ensign Siger (Female)
(Member being attended to)

(Towards Bermudez as she approaches)
“(Softly, shakes head) Poor Forge...”

Ensign Bermudez
(Turns attention back to you)

(Steps away from Ensign Siger)
“At first, word came of some useful cargo, followed by a plan to retake

the bridge, and contain Kain and the rest of the loyalists... but...”

(Tends to another crew member)

Ensign Burt (Male)
(Blank stares straight ahead)
“(Soft) T... t-the message...”

Ensign Bermudez
(Turns attention back to you)

“A second word arose, this time, however, from an unfortunate courier...”

Mor
“EVI...”

Ensign in the background
“(A startled cry) Head to the Decks!”

Ensign Bermudez
“And like that, we all but splintered.”

(Walks around)
“Heed the words of the machine, few said.”

“Retake the ship, from others.”

(Short pause)

“Stow away until the dust settles, only to find yourself an icy grave...”
“...Too many.”

(Nearby crew member can be seen shivering slightly)

Mor
“And you?”

Ensign Bermudez
(Looks towards you for a few moments, then looks down slightly)

“(Sighs) A torn follower, (look back up) at the end of too many guns.”
(Looks down over her gun)

“That said, seeing as your rank pulls highest... (gestures gun towards you)...”
”Your word, not mine, does too.”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports into player’s view)

“And to think, you had it sooo bad.”

Ensign Bermudez
(If player is still near the center area)
(Stands up from the now calm man)

“I... ah, assume from your, demeanor, you
share at least some of what you see.”

“Eleanor”
(In the background)

(Crosses arms again)
“(Smirks/amused, tilts head down, looks away)”

(Begins to walk away, around the space)

Mor
“A fair assumption...”
“Though, mostly...”

Ensign Bermudez
(Interjects)

“(Agreeing) Just what the hell is this... yes...”
(Looks down over the man, nods head slightly)

“Well... (looks back up) whatever it is, whatever this...
(slight chuckle) world, as we’ve come to discover, has done to us,
certainly has been on a case by case basis.  Yet regardless, we

found sounds of melody and the like to be a
common remedy, for most that is...”

“(Slight gasp) God, just listen to myself, to all of them...”
“Ridiculous, (slightly nods head back and forth) isn’t it.”

Mor
“So, what happens now?”

Ensign Bermudez
“(Almost breaks down emotionally, but quickly regathers)”

“Right.”

Mor
“You gonna be alright?”

Ensign Bermudez
“Yeah... yeah, it’s, ah... it’s just...”

Ensign Wright
(Man, sitting atop one of the containers, behind Bermudez,
with a blank stare looking slightly downward ahead of him)

“(Softly) Then s... s-so many... n-now so few...”
(Slightly rocks back and forth)

Pushing the door fully open, you walk through with the ensign and find “Court Cosmos” to be a sizable
food court space, arranged as another rotunda and lined with numerous outlets.  Dull sounds of what

seems to be classical music, from a portable radio like device, are also heard in the background,
their echoes reverberating throughout the ceiling structure, two stories up overhead.

Of course, before going into any further observations
of the amenities, your attention is soon drawn to the

group of other crew members strewn about.

Numbering a little over a dozen, each look to be at
least somewhat worse for wear, with the entire

area giving off the vibes of a field hospital,
rather than a place of delicious dining.

You also observe more “Norm” labeled containers,
all of which are seen containing only more empty
sub-containers for demilitarization era weaponry.

Still taking in the sight, the Ensign continues on towards
the center of the space where she begins to comfort
another crew member, a young man, also an ensign

(all in the space are ensigns), resting on the floor.

Appearing to be one of the more, “out of it,”
members, you watch as the man starts to tremble,

similar to what you observed Bermudez do, though as
time passes, he becomes far worse.  However, as

she continues to remain by his side, you then see her
more tensely embrace the man, followed by her moving

in towards his right ear, at which time she seems
to whisper something to him.

Seconds after that, the man proceeds to slowly calm down.

Unknown Woman
(From behind, while player still observes the man calming
down/if the player stays near the center area long enough)

(Softly to herself, but just loud enough to be heard from a distance)
“K... keep the mind at b-bay, leave l... l-little to roam...”
(Grabs a nearby item, a small locket with a picture in it)

“So as to c-clear the way to get back home...”
(Embraces the locket, continues to repeat sentence, much quieter)

Ensign Bermudez
(Realization expression)

“(Urgent/Soft) Come, please.”
(Animation of Mor being held by the hand

as she is escorted through the door)

Mor
(Player control restored upon reaching the other side)

Bermudez
(Now behind the player, slowly drags the bulkhead door shut)

Now on the other side of the bulkhead, your eyes again quickly
adjust to the even darker space as they make use of the light being
provided by the few and far between emergency lights up ahead.

And as they do, the first item of interest you observe is the corpse of
yet another crew member, a man, lying face down next to the bulkhead,

his back riddled with more bullet holes.

“Eleanor”
(Teleports in next to the corpse)

(Arms still crossed)
(Looks down over the corpse in observation, slightly tilts head)

Ensign Bermudez
(Finishes closing door)

“Ignore him.”
(Begins to walk on ahead, gun down to her side, haphazardly in her right hand)

“(Hint of anger) Just another failed link in the chain.”

“Eleanor”
(Begins to walk away from the corpse)

“My money’s on Corporal.”
(Teleports away)

Ensign Bermudez
(Now in the distance if player doesn’t keep pace)

“Come on!”

Catching up moments later, you find Bermudez has stopped
at a double door, of normal design, that reads the following across it:

Ensign Bermudez
(Puts hand on door as player arrives, turns towards player)

“We... (appears to gather herself/swallows)... well...”
(Turns back to the door)

“(Somber) ...We could use a bit more, sense, around here.”
(Begins to push the door open)

Before you are even able to react, you then
hear muffled banging come from the other

side of the bulkhead, followed by a series of
much louder sounds in quick succession.

Going quiet after that, you continue to
observe the door in silence, and upon a
few more moments passing by, watch as

it slowly begins to open, again as if
being pulled by an external source.

Opening back to a small gap, a pause
is observed, followed by the sight of a

gun’s barrel creeping out from the
darkness that resides within it.

Stable at first, the barrel, of which is of demilitarization
era design (M16 like), is then seen shaking as it continues
to come forth, and before long, it becomes accompanied

by a just as shaky hand, then body.

Another crew member, you find a woman in
her late 40’s, Mestizo (Costa Rican) in ethnicity,

and shell shocked in expression soon fully emerge
from the gap, along with a name patch

reading: “ENS. BERMUDEZ”

Ensign Bermudez
(Once player moves/if enough passes, Mor makes a slight movement sound)

“(Gasps/quickly aims gun towards player)”

Mor
(While putting hands up, if player decides to only slowly approach or not move)

“Whoa, hey... (slightly tilts head)... Bermudez, is it?... we’re all friends here (accentuates hands), see.”

“Eleanor”
(Teleports in right next to Bermudez, leans
against the bulkhead door, arms crossed)

“(Displeased expression)”

Ensign Bermudez
“(Shaking intensifies)”

(Slowly begins to lower gun)

(Once/if player reaches her, Mor enters into an animation)
“D... D... Direc...”

Mor
(Interjects)

(While putting hand on the gun, completing the lowering motion)
“(Calming chuckle) Just... (Turns slightly to ”Eleanor”)... Mor,

(Turns back to the woman as “Eleanor” teleports away)...
“...Mor will do.”

C O U R T   C O S M O S


